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THE "PRESTO" THREE
AN EXTREMELY SIMPLE SET OF A HIGHLY EFFICIENT NATURE

A dozen or more alternative programmes are nearly always available on the
loud speaker with this fine receiver.
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ARE YOU GOING TO

BUILD A SET

If so, you must not miss the latest

"BESTWAY" WIRELESS BOOKS

Fine Sets in Each !
" Bestway " No. 328 tells you how to build

A Wave -Change One-Valver
The "Bestway" Wave -Change Three

A Two -Valve Amplifier
The Home -Circle Four

" Beltway " No. 329 contains full details of
A " Regional " Crystal Set
An All -Wave Two-Valver

PRICE

6d
NOW

on
SALE

A One -Valve Amplifier, and
The S.G. & Pentode Three
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Lotus variable Con-
densers in all capaci-
ties from 51-.

Lotus Reaction Con-
densers in all capaci-
ties f t am 4/9.

Lotus Drum Dials.
Dual anti Single, with
orivithout condensers.
from 9-.

WE ARE EXHIBITING Al

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA
SIPTdVOCT 5 DAM'olOPM
ADMISSION 116 DAILY
WOW tQA is All UP 10 144 2/6

Set makers who use Lotus Components
find their sets more easy to assemble,
their connections made with greater
speed and certainty. Lotus Components
are neat, strong and good. They are
made so securely and well that any
set constructed from them will leap
into life and responsiveness.

Lotus are leaping ahead !

Watch the increasing numbers of Lotus
Components in the wireless windows.
Lotus are increasing daily in popularity
and are keeping constantly abreast of
radio requirements.

Take advantage of the guaranteed high
quality of Lotus and remember to get
Lotus when you buy components.

From all radio dealers.

minors
COMPONENTS
Made in one of the most modern radio

factories in Great Britain by

GARNETT, WHITELEY et Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool
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WHY I
INTERLOCKED
CONSTRUCTION !

Even the hardest shock cannot upset the won-
derful performance of the Cossor Screened
Grid Valve. It is built like a bridge, piece-by-
piece-all the elements are interlocked-every
joint is electrically welded-individual move-
ment is impossible. The hardest blow cannot
disturb the perfect alignment of the elements.
'this wonderful system of Interlocked Con-
struction makes Cossor the world's strongest
and most dependable Screened Grid Valve. In
any Screened Grid Receiver,use Cossor-there
is no substitute for the Cossor system of Inter-
locked Construction.

Made in three voltages for
use with 2, 4 or 6 volt
accumulators.

Technical Data.
Cossor 220 S.G. ( 2 soh, .2 amps.)
410 S.G. (4 volts, .1 amps.)
and 610 S.G. (6 volts, .1 amps.)
Max Anode Volts 150, Impedance
200,000, Amplification Factor 200,
Grid Bias 1.5 volts at max anode
volts. Price (any type) 22/6

Get full details of this
wonderful Cossor Valve-
write for Leaflet L.10.

C. Csoor. Ltd., Highburt Gron, London, N.$.

BREAK- PROOF?

YE

ossor
Screened Grid
THE ONLY SCREENED GRID VALVE
WITH INTERLOCKED CONSTRUCTION

9859 GI
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FINDING FAULTS.
RADIO CELEBRATIONS.
BOOTLEG

BROADCASTING.
TATSFIELD STATION. RADIO NOTES & NEWS

A Largish Loud Speaker.
TF you're looking for a largish loud speaker

(no good for putting in a portable set),
you might cast your eye into the Science

Museum at South Kensington. They've
got a nice little chap there, with a horn
nine yards long ! They say it gives remark-
able purity, and personally I admit that I
sincerely hope it does, because if not some-
body must be horribly disappointed. (Fancy
whispering down one end and having to
run along to the other to see if it came out
undistorted ! )

Was It a Relay ?
T HEAR that Marconi's are very bucked
1 about their newportable, for not only does

a chap down in Aden regularly receive
5 X X over a distance of 3,000 miles on
this receiver, but now a laddie up in Liver-
pool has actually picked up America direct
upon it. At least, that is what he thinks,
but having read the letter describing this
interesting feat it looks to me as though
what was actually picked up was a German
relay of the American station describing the
" Graf Zeppelin's" landing. By the way, did
any of you try to keep in touch with her
when the flying liner was out east ?

Rumania's Radio.
YOU know that when in Rome you should

do as the do ?
Well, this year all the Rumanians

are going to hold a wireless exhibition from
the 1st to the 20th September, right slap
in the middle of Bukarest. This is the
first exhibition of its kind to be held In
Rumania, so I am sure all " P.W." readers
will join with me in wishing them a jolly
good show.

Radio Celebrations.
ACCORDING to the " Morning Post "

the radio telegraphists of the French
Navy at Toulon have just been cele-

brating the memory of their patron saint,
Joan of Arc. Always celebrating, those
fellows. But I must admit that the last
time I had the privilege of celebrating a bit
with them (after a spot of submarining),
the whole colour and complexion of the uni-
verse took on novel and roseate hues, that
made up for a lot of life's sadder moments.

5 S W in Assam.
REFERRING to my recent paragraph

about Assam (17/8/29), I have re-
ceived a curt p.c. saying " Assam (or

at least B.J.M.P. of that place) ' lies ' when

he 'states they want the 5 S W programme
extended

" (P.S.---10s. a year for otAer countries'
programmes.)"

So now you know ! But it is a fact that
most well-informed people really and truly
haven't more than a foggy notion of where
Assam does lie. (And that foggy notion is
nearly always wrong!)

Finding Funny Faults.
HOW many of us, ,I wonder, would have

spotted this one, related by a Norbury
reader. " On a set I built recently '

he says, " I struck a simple fault, quite new
to me. After spending four or five hours
tracing it I found that the trouble was

LAHTI'S LONG LEAD-IN.

Au unusual view of an aerial and station building is the above
taken at Lahti, Finland's great broadcasting station.

ZEESEN CALLING. -
HAD THE BYRD.
AMERICA CATCHES IT.
WHO IS G. B. S. ?

caused by the rods holding the fixed vanes
of the tuning condenser extending past the
end -plates and making contact with the
metal panel." This is the kind of fault that
makes life in the " P.W." Query Depart-
ment a bed of roses.

Bootleg Broadcasting.
HEARD  about the latest row in the

States ? Wall, Kid, listen ! Some
guy who runs a radio station had

a lot of letters from various ginks com-
plaining of the programmes he put out to
them, so he thought to hithself " I'm
mutt ! Why not pinch a good programme
from another station "

So one dark night he tunes
in and picks up a good pro-
gramme from Oshkosh-Wis.
or Gee -Wiz -Cal. or some-
where, and then re -broad-
casts it, to the great delight
of all the local listeners! The
real owners of that pro-
gramme objected strongly,
but apparently they couldn't
do anything, so bootlegged
programmes are now "all the
go" in the Land of the Free.

Tatsfield Receiving Station.
THE B.B.C.'s new receiv-

ing station at Tatsfield,
which is to take over

the work of the Kest on
Station seems to be causing
quite a flutter for some
reason, and I have received
several letters about the work
that the B.B.C. is going to do
there.

So far as I can nose out
the truth the present idea is
simply to carry out the work
now done by Keston (wave-
length checking, etc.) under
better conditions at Tats -
field, and no startling future
developments lie behind the
change -over. Tatsfield should
be ready about September
15th. If, however, there are
going to be exciting conse-
quences you can bet the first
hint of them will appear in
our "Latest Broadcasting
News " page.

(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

Zeesen Calling!
" TS Konigswusterhausen (1,600 metres)

1 the same as Zeesen (1,630 metres) ? "
is the rather puzzling question I'm

asked on mauve paper with a violet scent,
by Miss G. E., Portsmouth.

I kiss your little hand, madame, and beg
to state that Zeesen is a village (just near
Konigswusterhausen) with a new station
working on 1,635 metres, and handling the
broadcasting previously done by Konigs-
wusterhausen.

High Power for Spain.
SPAIN is the latest convert to high

power, and 'tis being whispered on the
plazas that Barcelona is shortly

to begin broadcasting upon ten kilowatts,
" whilst Madrid, my dear Senor, is to work
on twenty kilowatts." (Si Senor, no less !)

Another Radio Holiday.
IF you like listening to Ljubljana-and

there's no accounting for tastes, so
perhaps you do-don't worry because

he has been un-gettable lately. As a
matter of fact this station has been off the
air for its " annual," but is due back again
by the time these words are in print.

The Rescue of the Spanish Airmen.
YOU remember that not long ago H.M.S.

" Eagle " was able to rescue the air-
men on the Spanish Dornier flying -

boat, down in the Atlantic. The Admiralty
has disclosed that the good old Johnny -on -
the -Spot in this instance was the s.s.
" Greldon " (Derwent Shipping Co), who
heard the engines of the aeroplane during
the night and immediately reported the
fact by radio. It was as a direct result of
this that the " Eagle's " swoop was so
effective. Good old " Greldon," what ?

" Have You Had the Byrd ? "
SOME time ago, under the above heading,

I referred to the wireless on
Commander Byrd's exploration ship,

the " City of New York," ploughing the
Frozen South. At the time I wondered
if anybody in this country would pick up
signals, and sure enough a South Bermond-
sey reader has done the trick. He tells me
that signals were easily readable on a Det.-
L.F., the wave -length at the time being
21 metres, though several different wave-
lengths are used by the expedition.

Radio in the Antarctic.
THIS seems to me to be a most interesting

piece of work, and readers interestea
should watch the " Correspondence "

pages for more details.
What strikes me about these long-

distance feats is the hour at which some of

This Bulgin
coil in-

corporates
its own

wave -change
switch

which is of
Push-pull

form, chang-
ing instantly
from short to
long waves.

them happen-this one was seven a.m. !
Ye gods ! I've heard of seven -o'clock -in -
the -morning courage, but personally I'm
never anywhere near 21 metres at seven a.m.,
are you ?

America Catches It !

I HEAR that a lot of American sobersides
1 and killjoys have been tickled to death

by the idea of educating people in their
own homes and have persuaded President
Hoover that here is a great chance for some
real good uplift. You can tell the sort of
people they are by the snappy title they have
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SHORT WAVES.

One way to find out what you can get on
your wireless set is to take it round to the
pawn -shop.-" Cincinnati Enquirer."

TOO TECHNICAL.
Mabel : " I just love to sit with Jim in a

darkened room with the radio playing soft
music."

Marjorie : " Oh, I might with some boys.
but Freddy will keep both hands busy on
the dials."-" Radio News."

" Apparently the B.B.C. broadcasts of
fishing news are helping the fishermen
at sea to make for those areas in which
herring shoals are moving," we read in the
" Bulletin and Scots Pictorial."

It is to be hoped the B.B.C. won't mislead
the poor fishermen by exercising their own
tendency to exaggerate their hauls !

A correspondent in a Scotch newspaper
states that wireless and music are two tastes
which do not always go together.

That's just as well !

It appears that one of Mr. Chariot's first
moves he were to run the B.B.C.) would
be to have a station broadcasting dance music
from noon to midnight. That would give
every dance enthusiast the chance of arranging
his radio party whenever he wanted to.

I should also think it would be a perfect
boon to shoe repairers !-" The Wireless
Constructor."

ETHER-THE DRUG.
As is well known, most hospitals have

now been fitted with wireless sets. A caustic
writer in the " Sporting Times " suggests
that, judging by the dullness of some of the
B.B.C. programmes, they might almost be
used instead of an anaesthetic.

It is claimed that Hilversum is the most
musical broadcasting centre in the world.

But there's a very charming Ayr in Scot-
land !

Tommy owned a radio,
And grumbled every day :
" I want to get America
And hear Paul Whiteman play."

But now he's over in the States,
He does the self -same thing ;
He tries to tune in 2 L 0,
And thus hear Sack Payne sing.

id1111111111111111111111111111111111H1111111111101111111111111111111111111117:

taken for themselves, namely, " The
National Committee on Radiated In-
struction."

Highbrow committees are already at
work collecting solid facts fit to flood the
country with, but there is one fact that
they will never get over, and that is as
soon as they start their talk the listener will
merely switch off, or turn to a station with
some red-hot mommas going strong, or a
couple o' guys -back-chatting a lot of rot at
one another. Uplift indeed !

Reception Without a Set.
SEVERAL people have recently asked Inc

what I think about that strange
affair in New Jersey where a lady

receives broadcasting nearly every night,
although the nearest broadcasting station
is about 40 miles away. and there is no

receiver of any kind in the vicinity of the
house. All sorts of ingenious theories have
been advanced as to how this could possibly
happen, but I am inclined to put it all down
to a super -active imagination.

Nerves play a part, too, and well I know
it, for during the War as a result of long
periods of listening I could not only receive
complete messages in my dreams, but I
could actually read every word through bad
jamming !

The Great Plays.
ASHROPSHIRE Lad has written me a

very cheery (and sarcastic withal)
letter in praise of the fact that during

August the B.B.C. gave us the last of the
great plays. " I used to wonder " be says,
" how people managed to live through
the great fire of London, and the great
Plague. But now I know we are the same
hardy race, for if we can go on listening
after those great plays, we must bethngde-scendantsi" of a super race-capable of any -

Cross Canada Chain.
THIS coming winter is going to see a big

step forward in the history of broad-
casting in Canada, for arrangements

are now being made by the Canadian
National Railways to regularly relay weekly
programmes from the Atlantic to the Pacific
coast, a distance of 3,500 miles. No less
than sixteen broadcasting stations will be
linked in this colossal chain, and the
company will use about 15,000 miles of
telegraph and telephone wires to get the
Atlantic programmes over to the Pacific
listener.

Should Pos. or Neg. Go To Earth ?
THE interesting remarks which have been

made in " P.W." lately upon the
subject of earthing negative L.T., or

positive, for best results, have brought me a
sheaf of letters. Some are full of well -
reasoned technicalities, some of ripe expe-
rience, and some-even from well-known
people-say that the subject is a difficult
one. But the queerest one of all was on'
from Tilbury, which simply said :

" Dear ' Ariel '-Only a fool earths his L.T.
negative." I don't know who sent it, but
he seems mighty positive, doesn't he ?

Who is G.B.S. ?
HOW horrified Mr. George Bernard

Shaw would be if he could see the
letter which I have just received. It

touches on heterodyning, DX, backlas's

and harmonics, and concludes with the
simple query, " Who is G.B.S. ? "

Unbelievable as it may appear to Mr.
Shaw. this has nothing whatever to do with
him, but is merely a reference to the call
sign of the'Post Office station at Rugby.

ARIEL.

Representative " Becol " formers for the man who
" rolls his own."
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ACCUSTOMED as we are to using three
or more valves in a wireless receiver
without any special difficulty, it may

come as a surprise to many readers to know
that when the three -electrode valve was
first invented, the use of several valves " in
cascade " as it was then called, presented
enormous difficulties. One of the chief
troubles was that no two valves were alike.

We have still a long way to go yet before
we get the same efficiency of energy in the
high -frequency stages as we now get at the
low -frequency end. In high -frequency
coupling the two things aimed at are the
greatest possible magnification per stage
with the highest practical selectivity.

Selectivity Not Always Important.
In some cases where it is only desired to

listen to one station selectivity is not im-
portant, as it is unlikely that any other
station will compare in strength with that-
the local-to which we desire to listen.

The reason why a circuit must not be
made too selective in the high -frequency
end is that in broadcasting we are not
dealing with one definite frequency per
station, but with a band of frequencies
each side of that carrier -wave. For proper
broadcasting all musical frequencies between

The complete broadcast adapter used in Marconi -
phone short-wave sets. The coils seen here are of

Lissen make.

about 50 cycles and 5,000 must be trans-
mitted (although it is better if certain fre-
quencies above this upper limit are also
sent out), and if proper transmission of
frequencies between these two limits is
made, then we shall get exceedingly good
reproduction with a properly designed set.

If our set is so sharply tuned that
there is an appreciable falling off in
magnification of frequencies on either side

* ----...*
t
f A very illuminating chat on a subject

1

which the home constructor is apt to
regard as rather too abstruse for him.

1
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E. /

* 4.-4- 4-4.-.........--4.- *

of the carrier, then we shall get distortion.
The two leading forms of high -frequency

coupling are the tuned anode and the tuned
transformer. Modification of these arc
the untuned anode impedance coupling

44

A special " Lemmas " assembly of matched dual -
wave coil units for the 1926 " Solodyne."

where the high impedance of a good radio -
frequency choke is used and the untuned
transformer which transmits all frequencies
fairly uniformly but with very little
" step-up."

In the tuned -anode scheme we can use
ordinary plug-in coils, which I would like
to emphasise are still a very highly efficient
component when properly used, particularly,
as the leading makers now sell plug-in coils
of far much improved efficiency.

A Popular Type of Coil.
We can also use the very popular' six -pin

variety of interchangeable coil, in which
single layer or slot windings are used. As
reaction is often a very desirable feature
reaction windings are fitted to the tuned -
anode coils of the six -pin variety.

The efficiency of a single -layer six -pin
tuned -anode coil is slightly higher than
that obtainable with most plug-in coils,
but there is not the difference between
them that some writers seem to suggest.

The efficiency of modern valves is so
high, and the magnification obtainable with
well -designed circuits so good, that it is
becoming more and more essential to use
some form of screening between stages to
prevent interaction between coil fields,
wiring, etc.

For this reason it is essential that those
readers who build their sets from published

designs should follow the layout with
great accuracy.

The binocular or " fieldless " type of
coil is of considerable use in all forms of
high -frequency coupling, as the field of the
coil instead of straying all around is very
closely confined owing to the particular form
of winding. Tuned -anode coils of the
binocular form are obtainable from the
leading makers, and. cut down considerably
the amount of screening required in a set.

In high -frequency transformers the actual
make-up is slightly more complicated, for
we have to have both primary and secon-
dary windings instead of one winding.

Useful in Portables.
The untuned anode coupling, as ex-

emplified by the radio -frequency choke, has
gained considerable popularity in the last
year or two owing to its suitability for
portable sets where the selectivity is mainly
obtained by the frame aerial, and simplicity
of control is a highly desirable feature.

Resistance coupling has been and can
be used for coupling ordinary types of
high -frequency valves, and has the merits
of cheapness and simplicity. When used
in conjunction with reaction excellent re-

sults can be obtained, but
here, of course, we have to
sacrifice some amount of
selectivity and sensitivity
in order to obtain sim-
plicity and cheapness.

This special type of binocular call was developed for
use in their own sets by Messrs. Radio Instruments.
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HAVING disposed of the H.T. battery
by using an " H.T. eliminator,"
which can be a completely satisfac-

tory source of supply, there still remains
the "G.B. battery. And when 20, 30 or
even more volts are required to serve a
super -power valve in regard to grid bias,
the G.B. battery is liable to assume the.
dimensions of a small H T. battery.

There are, of course, units available
which will give H.T. and G.B. from the
mains and others from which L.T. also is
available, but it is quite a simple matter
to take a little voltage away from an H.T.
unit for grid -bias purposes.

All you -have to do is to connect a resist-
ance in series between the negative' terminal
of the mains unit and the H.T. - terminal
of the set. A lead taken from the unit's
minus terminal then can be used as -a
grid -bias connection:

The Variable Resistance.
Tappings at different points on the resist-

ance can be taken to provide other grid -
bias voltages of smaller orders. It is
necessary to by-pass the resistance with a
largo fixed condenser.

You will see the simple connections in
the accompanying diagrams which show
them both in theoretical and pictorial
forms. The variable resistance will have to

Th simple circuit of the auxiliary connections.

be one capable of carrying the total current
flowing through the eliminator and must
provide a smooth and reliable variation.

A Clarostat can be employed for the
purpose or a high resistance potentiometer.
If you use a potentiometer only two of its
terminals will be in service. A connection
i,s taken from the one which is joined to the
slider and from either of the other two.

Two Variable Tappings.
With a four point potentiometer (I be-

lieve there is one in the Centralab range)
you can take out two variable grid -bias
tappings. In this cue the other slider

f

G.B. and
YOUR UNIT

-4-1-0-* -4-

A simple scheme for deriving Grid
Bias from A.C. and D.C. Mains is
described in this very interesting

article.
By F. A. TURNBULL.

terminal is run out direct to a grid -bias
point.

The fixed condenser used should be of
at least 2-mfd. capacity or 4-mfd. if possible,
and while it 'need not be of the very high
voltage variety, it must be able to with-
stand the pressure occurring across the
resistance (this will be the grid -bias voltage
arranged for).

It is important to remember that the
voltage taken for grid bias in this way must
be subtracted from the H.T. voltage and
it follows from this that as you adjust the
G.B. so you vary"the H.T.

Unfortunately, the variation is not in
such a way that the H.T. automatically
follows the G.B. In fact, the more G.B.
you bring out the less H.T. is available.

With a 5,000 -ohm resistance I have taken
40 -volts grid bias by this means. For
ordinary purposes, that is for obtaining
grid bias up to about 25 -volts, a resistance
having a maximum value of 1,000 ohms
will be adequate.

It is impossible to give definite figures
for the simple reason that the resistances
of mains units and the circuits with which
they are used, vary considerably. If you
know these factors, it is, of course, possible
to work out a fixed resistance to place
in series, which will give you a definite
grid -bias voltage.

Calculating Voltage Drops.
As you will see, by referring to the

accompanying diagrams the resistance is
directly in series with the eliminator (and
all its internal resistance), and the set
with its internal resistance. The voltage
drOp across the added resistance will be
equal to the total resistance in the whole
of the circuit divided into the added
resistance multiplied by the voltage avail-
able (in the case of a D.C. mains unit across
the input terminals).

The extra components which figure in
this grid -bias circuit, viz-a fixed con-
denser and a resistance-can be mounted
in the set, or in the mains unit if this is
home-made. Additionally, they can be
built up as a separate small unit having on
it the three necessary terminals for the
external connections.

If you know the current that is flowing
through your eliminator and G.B. resistance

circuit and the resistance of the G.B. com
ponent, then Ohms Law quickly tells you the
voltage drop created for G.B. purposes.

You take the current in amperes and
multiply it by the resistance in ohms, and
the answer is the voltage drop in volts.
Supposing the current were 10 milliamperes
(.01 amperes) and the resistance 1,000
ohms, then the potential drop is 10 volts.

If you happen to be using an L.T.
eliminator, the G.B. resistance will have to
figure in the circuit of this. Your H.T.
unit will be finding its minus connection
via the L.T. minus, so it is obvious that we
can ignore that.

With An L.T. Unit.'
You will need to use a power resistance

capable of handling all the " juice " which
passes through the L.T. eliminator. The
connections aro as follows. The G.B.
resistance should be placed directly in
series with the negative input from the
mains to the unit, the mains end being the
G.B. minus " tapping." By-passing will
have to be by electrolytic condensers in
this case, and choke smoothing arranged
with the L.T. unit to cover the G.B. Alto-
gether rather more complicated than when
only an H.T. unit is used !

However, should you be employing

This is the " Look -up " in pictorial total.

separate units both for H.T. and L.T. then
complete rebuilding is advisable.

Combined Supply Units.
A separate G.B. device might prove

quite practical, but where mains are con-
cerned one is wise to avoid any possibility
of " cross -connections."

The next step from having eliminated
H.T. and L.T. batteries is either a combined
unit giving H.T., L.T. and G.B. or a mains
set. And of the two alternatives the latter
is to be recommended, not so much on
technical considerations as those of com-
pactness and neatness.
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IN the August 24th issue of POPULAR
WIRELESS we described a straight-
forward two -valve set specially designed

by the " P.W." Research and Construction
Department for readers requiring a perfectly
standard well -tried circuit of conventional
type. The receiver was, as a matter of fact,
produced at the request of the Queries
Department, in response to numerous
applications for such a set.

Practical experience has taught us that
sooner or later those who have two -valve
receivers require an additional L.F. stage
to get that extra " punch" which naturally
two valves cannot give.

For instance, when one is situated over
15 or 16 miles from a main station, or is only

able to erect an indoor aerial owing to local
conditions, the extra valve becomes very
necessary.

Then, again, distant stations can be
brought in at full loud -speaker strength on
three valves, whereas on two good 'phone
strength only is possible.

In fact, the additional amplifying stage
Will improve the volume enormously on
both local and distant stations. .

Easy to Operate.
Of course, the great advantage of a simple

straightforward set is that first, it is
extremely easy to operate ; secondly, it is
cheaper to construct than a more compli-
cated receiver employing the same number
of valves ; thirdly, there is little likelihood
of any mistakes occurring in the construc-
tion-an important point in the case of the
beginner.

Now, a three-valver such as the " Presto "
Three will bring in distant stations every
bit as well as a similar set- having more
refinements.

For instance, wave -change switching

could have been
incorporated;
but this, while
it is beneficial

* -0- -0- -4,- -{r- *
An extremely simple but highly
efficient three-valver capable of
giving the greatest satisfaction with
the minimum of expente and

trouble.
Described by the

" P.W." RESEARCH AND CON-
STRUCTION DEPARTMENT. +

in many ways, would have detracted to
some extent from the sim-
plicity of the design.

Probably the reader will
desire to have some idea of
the results he is likely to
obtain. Well, the " Presto "
Three first of all received the
standard " P.W." Research
Department test on the Tabora-
tory aerial in London.

Having passed this success-
fully it was then taken to
another 'aerial 15-1 miles S.E.
from 2 L 0 and tried on the

medium and long waves every day for a
week. This aerial was not a good one. It
consisted of a length of 7/22 -gauge copper
wire stretching from the
house to a tree trunk
in the garden. At the
house end the height
was 28 ft. and at the
tree end about 6 ft. The
length, including the
lead-in, was 90 ft., and
owing to the small
average height the aerial
can really. be termed
poor. In these condi-
tions the set brought in
2 LO, 5 GB and 5 XX
at full loud -speaker
strength at all times.
In addition, at least ten
Continental stations
were received at good
volume on the speaker
on the medium wave-
band, while on the long
waves such stations as

THREE

Iliicersum, Radio -Paris, Berlin, etc.,
could quite easily be brought in.

These stations all came in after dark
consistently, but there were other Con-

tinentals which could be brought up to
loud -speaker strength on certain nights,
and, taken over a reasonable period, the
" log " would be a very satisfactory one.
If the set can do things like this on a poor
type of aerial, it should be capable of
greater achievements with a good aerial.
Two -volt valves were employed in the
tests, dry cell H.T. batteries, and standard
plug-in coils.

he Circuit.
Now for a brief description of the circuit.

It is very similar to the " Presto " Two.
The detector is what is termed the leaky -
grid condenser type, this having been
proved to be the most sensitive and satis-
factory scheme for all-round work. The
tuning and reaction- circuit consists of a
plug-in aerial coil of the semi-aperiodic
type. That is to say, it is not tuned with a
condenser, but one coil is employed to cover
a certain band of wave -lengths.

The chief advantage of this method is
selectivity, since the coil size can be changed
to suit any particular set of conditions. A
small coil will give greater selectivity than
a large coil, but the latter will give better
signal strength. It is therefore, usual to

(Continued on next page.)

A general view of the set which emphasises its simplicity of construction.
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THE " PRESTO" THREE.
(Continual from previous page.)

*

effect a compromise. Th.3 coil can also be
suited to the aerial-i.e. with a small aerial
a large coil can be used and vice versa.
Those who have a set of plug-in coils will
find it beneficial to experiment with various
sizes in the aerial coil holder.

The secondary coil is tuned and placed
next to it is the reaction coil L3 . As in the
" Presto " Two the well -tried " throttle "
reaction scheme has been employed, but in
order to increase the efficiency of the design
still further a semi -variable by-pass con-
denser has been connected between the plate
of the detector valve and L.T. negative.

This scheme was introduced by Mr.
G. P. Kendall, the chief of the " P.W."

Research Department, and has been found
to improve signal strength appreciably.

It has been proved in practice that the use
of an auxiliary condenser of this type gives
a marked advantage on the lower reaction
condenser adjustments. This semi -variable
condenser is shown as C5 in the wiring
diagram.

The L.F. Side.
Turning to the L.F. side it will be seen

that the excellent resistance -capacity -
transformer combination has been. em-
ployed. This combination does not tend
to give trouble and it is extremely unlikely
that " motor -boating" or howling will
occur in normal circumstances.

The value of the anode resistance is
100,000 ohms and it has been chosen
because a low value is better from the point
of view of obtaining reaction on moderate
anode voltages. Although greater ampli-
fication. could be obtained by using a higher

value, the actual increase with a detector
valve of the " H.F." type would be very.
small.

It is therefore better to concentrate on
the question of smooth and efficient reaction
control than to endeavour to obtain an
extra five per cent amplification by using a
higher value anode resistance.

In a receiver of this type, which has no
H.F. stage, it is important to pay attention
to the reaction control.

Next we come to the L.F. transformer.
Any good make can be used, but a low -
ratio type should be chosen. By low -ratio
type an instrument having a turns ratio of
21-31-1 is implied. This is the best type
from the point of view of quality and
amplification. In fact, the majority of
transformer manufacturers nowadays speci-
alise in low -ratio instruments, and only
recommend higher ratios for special pur-
poses.

(Continued on next page.)
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THE " PRESTO" THREE.
(Continued from previous page.)

The construction of the set is made easy
by the well -spaced layout. You will notice
that -the components have been arranged to
give conveniently short wiring. The three
coil sockets have been placed nearer the
centre of the baseboard than is usual. By
BO doing, the length of certain vital leads
can be reduced. It is unnecessary to describe
the construction of the set in detail.

All the dimensions are given on the panel
layout diagram, and the positions for the

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
1 Insulating panel, size 18 in. x 7 in. x - in. (Varley, Cosmos, Igranic, R.I., Dubilier, -5

S or 1 in. Becol, Paxolin, Resiston, Ebonart, Mullard, Ediswan, Precision, etc.). ==
=-7 Trelleborg, " Kay Ray," Ripault, etc.). 1 H.F. choke (Lissen, R.I., Leweos, Dubilier, a--

71 1 Cabinet to suit with baseboard, 9 in. or Varley, Wearite, Raymond, Climax, a
10 in. deep (Raymond, Cameo, Pickett, etc.). Magnum, Igranic, Cosmos, Colvern, etc.). =

-5. 1 .0005-mfd. variable condenser, with vernier 1 .001-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen, F.

:-: dial (J.B. Lissen, Lotus, Igranic, Geco- T.C.C., Clarke, Goltone, Mullard, etc.).
= phone, Utility, Colvern, Raymond, Dubilier, 1 Formodensor, Type " F " (Formo Co.). E .-

Formo, etc.). 1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, etc.). E:

T.--. 1 .0001 - mfd. reaction condenser (Lissen, 1 .0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, etc.). .,..7.

E."
.., =Lotus, Raymond, Dubilier, J.B., Utility, 1 01-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.0

= Peto Scott, Cyldon, Burton, etc.). 1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (C
etc.).

(Cosmos, p....=
= Lissen, Dubilier, Ediswan, Mullard, etc.). E

1
= 1 L.F. transformer low -ratio type (Brown, 1-meg. grid leak and holder (Cosmos,
a-: Varley, Cossor, Ferranti, Philips, Lissen, Lissen, Dubilier, Ediswan, Mullard, etc.). =
..."' Mullard, R.I., Igranic, Marconiphone). 1 L.T. switch (Benjamin, Lotus, Lissen,

3 3 Valve holders, sprung type (W.B., Igranic, Igranic, Wearite, Bulgin, Magnum, etc.). -
E Lotus, Benjamin, Pye, Precision, Wearite, 1 H.T. fuse (Magnum, Ready Radio, etc.). 7.4.-

E- Magnum, etc.). 10 Terminals (Eelex, Belling & Lee, Igranic,
f...-7 3 Baseboard -mounting coil holders (Lotus, Clix, Burton, etc.).
...,= Wearite, Peto Scott, Raymond, Magnum, 1 Terminal strip, 16 in. x 2 in. x -ik in. or 1 in. --7-

etc.). Quantity of tinned copper wire, Systoflex E
E 1 100,000 -ohms anode resistance and holder or Glazite, etc. ==

Careful spacing of components and neat wiring go a long way towards
ensuring an efficient receiver.

various components can be followed clearly
by reference to the wiring diagram. It is
important to place the coil holders the
correct distance apart. This is best carried
out by inserting the coils actually in the
coil holders and then placing them in posi-
tion on the baseboard, allowing about k in.
between each coil.. They should in fact
practically touch.

It is a matter of individual taste whether
bare or insulated wire is used for wiring up.
Bare tinned copper wire looks very neat,
but the leads have to be well -spaced,
whereas with Systofiex covering there is no
risk of accidental damage if of the leads
should touch.

When you have completed the wiring
you will be ready to carry out the pre-
liminary tests.
The Valves.

You will need three valves, two of the
"H.F." type for the detector, and first
L.F. stages, and one of the power or super-
power type for the last stage. Whether you
use a power or super -power valve depends
entirely upon your nearness to the local
station and the volume you require. If you
wish to fill a large room with undistorted
music a super -power valve is advisable.
Now just a word of warning. A super -power
valve requires a fairly heavy anode current,
and it is impossible to take this current
from small dry H.T. batteries, unless you
are prepared to renew them at very short
intervals. Therefore, if you do decide to
purchase a super -power valve, remember

that it is highly advis-
able to employ bat-
teries of the triple -
capacity type, unless
of course you are in a
position to make use of
H.T. accumulators or'
a mains unit.

The coils you will
require are as follows :

For B.B.C. wave-
band, 200-550 metres :
Aerial Coil LL, a No.
15 or 25 ; Secondary
Coil L2, a No. 60;
Reaction Coil L3, a No.
40 or 50.

For 5 X X and the
other long -wave
stations :

obtained. Before switching on the valves
you must make sure that your grid -bias
battery is properly connected up.

When all is ready, switch on the valves
and rotate the tuning condenser dial until
you hear signals. Then increase the value
of the reaction condenser, noting whether
the volume increases. Carry out this opera-
tion with the adjusting knob of the semi -
variable condenser unscrewed.

Adjusting Reaction.
You will reach a point on the reaction

condenser where signals begin to distort,
and finally the set bursts into oscillation.
You must always keep the reaction con-
denser adjusted below this position, other-
wise you will interfere with your, neigh-
bours and at the same time spoil your own
reception. Tune in several stations until

you are quite used to the reac-
tion control, and then proceed
to adjust the condenser C5.

Screw down the knob a
little and note the effect.
You will find that you have
to employ more of the reac-
tion control C2.

Well then, you should try
to obtain an adjustment on
C, such that full reaction can
just be produced with the

moving vanes of C2 fully in mesh and the
.0005 tuning condenser set to the reading for
the highest wave -length you wish to receive.

/8

I

L.F41/1-
$11,TeN

PANEL LAYOUT

Aerial Coil, a No. 100 or 150 ; Secondary
Coil; a No. 200 ; Reaction Coil, a No. 100.

Join up your L.T. and H.T. batteries to
the terminals marked,
and also the aerial, earth
and loud speaker.

The aerial should be
joined to A2 to com-
mence with. Al is an
alternative position, to
be used where greater
selectivity is desired,
and should always be
tried. It is very useful
in cases where two
stations tend to interfere
with each other.

The. H.T. voltages
which may be employed
are H.T. 1, 80 volts,
and H.T. -I- 2, 100-120
volts. H.T. +1 should
be varied until the best
reaction effects are

Three plug-in coils are used for tuning and reaction, the T.F. side being
resistance -transformer coupled.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

NEW STATION

FOR THE NORTH.
iSIR JOHN REITH IN ITALY -
THE ST. LEGER - CLAPHAM
AND DWYER-MORE HOUSE-

HOLD TALKS, Etc.
* 4.--N-0-0--^4.-4.-0-4.--0-10-4,-4.-+-4......-..*

THE new twin -wave transmitter for the
North of England which will be
erected near Slaithwaite will be

called Moorside Edge, the other name
presenting difficulties rather more pro-
nounced than Daventry. The contracts are
now being signed, and work should begin
before the end of September. The B.B.C.
expects that the new transmitter will be
ready by September next year. Mr. Noel
Ashbridge, the new Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C., still fortunately possessed of the
active cooperation of his old chief and life-
long friend, Captain Eckeraley, is pressing
forward the North of England transmitter
in every possible way.

Sir Sohn Reith in Italy.
For the first time since he joined the

B.B.C., seven years ago, Sir John Reith
is taking a holiday completely detached from
his work. No one at Savoy Hill appears
to know anything of his whereabouts
beyond that he went first to the South of
France and then to Italy, where he proposes
to remain until the end of September.

The St. Leger.
Listeners throughout the country will

be pleased to learn that a running commen-
tary on the St. Leger will be broadcast from
London and 5 X X on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 11th. The commentators will be
Mr. R. C. Lyle and Mr. Alan Howland, and
their description of this famous race will be
relayed from Town Moor Racecourse,
Doncaster, between 2.50 and 3.15 p.m.
Another sporting event on which a running
commentary has been fixed is the water
polo match between England and Germany
at the Pitfield Street Baths, Hoxton, on
Saturday, September 28th, the first occa-
sion, we believe, on which such an event has
been broadcast.

Clapham and Dwyer.
Clapham and Dwyer, whose " argu-

ments ' have not taken place before
the microphone for some months past, are
to visit the London Studio on Wednesday,
September 25th, to begin what all listeners
hope will be an intensive series of autumn
and winter broadcasts.

More Household Talks.
We hesitate to express an opinion on

how our womenfolk will accept a new series
of talks entitled " Commonsense in House-
hold Work," which are to form part of the
morning transmissions for the next few
weeks from the London station. Altogether
there will be nine talks, four by Miss
Sydney M. Bushnell, and the remainder by
Mrs. R. 0. Raphael (Miss Spielman),
director of the Household Section of the
Institute of Industrial Psychology. The

first talk is down for Monday, September
9th, when Miss Bushnell, who is a graduate
of the London School of Economics, and
has had considerable experience in connec-
tion with all types of housing schemes, house
and estate management, will discuss that
age-old problem of " Choosing a Home."

National Orchestra of Wales Again.
Although concerts at the City Hall, Cardiff,

do not begin again until October 3rd, listeners
will hear the National Orchestra of Wales
play in the Assembly Rooms on Monday,
September 16th, at 9 p.m. The occasion
will be a civic reception by the Lord Mayor.
The Lord Mayor of Cardiff must feel
specially proud of his city when it falls to
his let to entertain visitors to the city, for
the civic buildings are admittedly unique.
A special request was made for vocalists at
this concert, and the ever -popular Mountain
Ash Girls' Choir, conducted by Miss E.
Thomas, will sing, and Owen Bryngwyn,
the Welsh baritone, will give a group of
Welsh songs.

Talks on Migration and Children.
The next in the series of talks on migra-

tion, mention of which has already hem
made in our columns, will be given in the
London studio at 7.25 p.m. on Tuesday,

This variable
condenser is an
example of
Ediswan design,
particular atten-
tion having been
paid to facilitate
easy and accu-
rate operation.
It will be seen
that the control"knob" is
divided into sec-
tions, one for
making tine and
the other for
coarse`; tuning

adjustments.
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September 10th, by Commissioner David
C. Lamb, migration officer for the Salva-
tion Army. As most listeners are aware, the
migration and emigration schemes of the
Salvation Army have been working success-
fully, for many years, and Commissioner
Lamb will, no doubt, be able to give much
useful information in the course of his talk,
which he has titled " Our Imperial
Heritage."

At 10.45 on the following morning, Mrs.
Susan Isaacs will be heard in the second of
the series of talks on " Parents and
Children." The title of the talk is " The
Trials of the Parent," and Mrs. Isaacs will
follow it later with another talk, entitled
" The Trial of the Children," and, subse-
quently, by a third which will be devoted
to answering questions submitted by
listeners as the outcome of the first two
talks. Mrs. Isaacs, by the way, was formerly
Principal of the Malting House School,
Cambridge, and is the author of an im-
portant little work known as " The Nursery
Years."

A People's Service From Liverpool.
The Sunday evening " People's Services "

at Liverpool Cathedral have become, since
their institution, one of the best appreciated
among the forms in which the cathedral
authorities seek to present opportunities
for Divine worship suited to twentieth
century needs. The broadcasting of one of
these services on September 15th will
enable the greater congregation for the first
time to share in their message.

It is characteristic of the People's
Services that the singing is entirely congre-
gational, and that each service-hymns,
prayers, and address-forms a coherent
whole, built round some central theme.
The Service on September 15th will be
conducted by the Rev. Canon C. E. Raven,
D.D., who will also give the address. Canon
Raven is already well known to Northern
listeners, both for his religious addresses
and for his studies of British wild birds.
The service will be preceded by a short
recital on the great organ of the cathedral
by Mr. Edgar Robinson, the Choral
Conductor.

* 10- .+-4.-4.------- *
f

TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

CONDENSER DISCHARGE
1
1 DECAY OF OSCILLATIONS-PRODUCTION OF WAVES, Etc.

* ----------------4.----*
THE science of radio owes its existence to

the discovery-generally credited to
Sir Oliver Lodge-that an electrical

condenser will, under certain conditions,
discharge itself with an oscillatory discharge.
I mention this because I want to say a few
words about coils and condensers and it is
interesting to note that the very existence of
wireless as we know it to -day is based upon
certain properties of a condenser.
Decay of Oscillations.

The discharge of the condenser is not
always of an oscillatory character ; questions
of inductance and resistance enter into
consideration, as well, of course, as the
relation of these to the actual electrostatic
capacity of the condenser itself.

It is sufficient, however, to say that with

proper conditions in the discharge circuit
the electric charge will flow from one plate
of the condenser through the external
circuit to the other plate and will over -shoot
the mark, storing itself up to some extent in
the opposite plate until this is raised to a
certain potential and then returning and
flowing backwards, and so on. These
oscillations are conveniently compared to
the oscillations of a pendulum, and like the
latter they gradually diminish in amplitude
until finally they die out altogether.
Production of- Waves.

Whilst the electricity is rushing to and fro
in alternately opposite directions in the
condenser circuit it is setting up dis-
turbances in the ether which travel out in

(Continued on page 824.1.
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MAKING YOUR
SELECTIVE

Do you know what makes your set selective, why it
gives different selectivity on different aerials, and how
selectivity can be estimated ? In this article you will
find that the answers to these questions and many

others are given
By GEOFFREY ELTRINGIIAM.

T BELIEVE the real inwardness of
1 selectivity is less clearly understood by

most people than almost any part of
radio, partly because it is really rather
an involved subject and partly because it is
not one of those things you need to know
to build a set and operate it successfully.

All the same; it is worth understanding
something about selectivity, because one
is then much better able to choose the
right set for a given purpose, and to supply
the necessary grain of salt when confronted
by the extraordinary clitims to selectivity
one sometimes sees made on behalf of some
device which cannot in actual fact affect
selectivity in the least.

For example, if you know what really
governs selectivity you are in a position
to make a suitable reply to the man who
tells you that your set will become far
more selective if_ you do as he has done,
and replace your 0005-mfd. tuning con-
denser with one of .001 mfd ! That particu-
lar fallacy is pretty completely killed by
now, I think, but there remain a number
of others well-nigh as glaring which keep
cropping up again and again.

Some Test Questions.
Just ask yourielf these questions, and

see whether you can give a confident answer
to all of them : What is selectivity ?
How can it be measured or estimated ?
What decides the selectivity of a set ?
Is the same set equally selective on different
aerials ? Has the type of variable con-
denser anything to do with selectivity ?
If you feel a little doubtful about any of
the answers let me suggest you read the
rest of this article, in which I have- tried
to present you with the gist of the matter
as briefly as possible.

Selectivity is the power of a set to respond
to the signals of just the station to which
it is tuned and to exclude all others.. It
is nothing to do with SENSITIVITY, which
relates to the necessary initial strength of

A pair of " Goltone " coils on ribbed formers.

the incoming signal for it to be heard
properly with a given set. (Other things
being equal, this means the distance over
which the set will bring in a station.)
The essence of selectivity, you will see,
is to he found in the power of the set to
EXCLUDE signals, not to bring them in.

You will find that the real nature of
sensitivity becomes clearer when we con-
sider how it may be measured or estimated.
Actual measurement is rather too advanced
a subject to deal with here, and we must
confine ourselves to what I have called

A group of " DX " short-wave coils.

" estimation," which only calls for quite
simple methods.

Now let me say right away that the com-
mon method of noting the number of
degrees through which the dials must
be turned before the local station disappears
is not a good method of estimation. If
it could always be carried out under identical
conditions it would serve, but it is almost
impossible to comply with this requirement.
Such matters as differences in shape of
condenser plates (i.e. whether square law
or S.L.F.), the actual wave -length of the
local station, coil sizes, and a number of
other factors, can make " it completely
misleading.

Measuring The Detuning.
What we want toknow is the true amount

of detuning necessary to cause a given
interfering station to become inaudible,
and dial readings are not a safe guide to
this. What we must do is to find out
what actual change of wave -length is neces-
sary to tune out our local station. For a
true comparison this ought really to be
expressed as a difference of frequency.
However,  so long as we always use the
same interfering station for our tests we
shall get quite a useful indication if we
adopt the simpler plan of working in metres.

This, then, is what we must do to estimate
the selectivity of a givett set; tune in the
local station, then gradually de -tune until

it just disappears. Next, we must deter-
mine the wave -length to which we are now
Wined, and the number of metres separation
from the wave -length of the local can be
taken as a measure of the selectivity of the
set.

This figure will then give us a basis of
comparison if we take care always to mako
the test on the same interfering station,
the same aerial and earth, and the same loud
speaker or 'phones.

A practical point concerns the method of
determining the wave to which the set has
to be de -tuned to make the local station
disappear. If you possess a wave -meter
the matter is simple, but you can still make
the test without one, in this way : find out
by trial which foreign station close to the
wave of the local you can just manage to
hear without interference from the latter,
look up its wave -length, and there you have
your data.

The Deciding Factors.
Now let us see what the selectivity of

a set depends upon. Here are the main
factors which govern it : the number of
tuned circuits in the set (selectivity goes up
rapidly with an increase in the number
of tuned circuits), the effective damping
(i.e. the equivalent H.F. resistance) of each
circuit, and the coupling _between them
(the weaker the coupling the greater the
selectivity as a general rule).

The method of coupling the aerial to the.
set has also a considerable influence on
selectivity, more than one would expect
merely from a consideration of its effect
in varying the effective damping of the
circuit to which it is coupled. Since it does
definitely produce such a variation in
damping it is at once obvious that different
aerials will be likely to affect the selectivity
of a given. receiver considerably. As a
matter of fact, the same set may give very
different degrees of selectivity on different
aerials, hence the need for the use of the
same aerial and earth system for all tests.

This group of coils of " Parex " make provides
some good examples of the types with which

modern selective receivers are assembled.
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B.B.C. AND PRONUNCIATION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Looking over the bookstall recently, I
saw your article " The B.B.C. and Pronunciation,"
and purchased my first copy of " P.W." in conse-
quence.

The pronunciation of our own language raises so
many people to wrath that it is refreshing to come
across a really sane article on the subject.

I quite agree with the opinion expressed in your
article that the B.B.C. need, and must, not be accepted
as the final arbitrator. To give another example, in
addition to those quoted, let us take " idyll." It is
entirely due to that "one'hundred per cent Irish-
man," G. B. Shaw, as he called himself last week at
Malvern, that the pronunciation of this word is
given as ,` iddil." I maintain that an Englishman
who cannot pronounce " idyll " so that the listener
does not imagine it to be " ideal " (the reason given
for .this weird " iddil ") is semi -illiterate. In the
first place, " Idyll " has but two syllables, with the
accent on the first ; " ideal " has three, with the
accent on the second.

You mention, too, Mr. Eric Dunstan's criticisms of
announcers' pronunciation. A day or two ago he
went out of his way to compliment an announcer on
his improved pronunciation of French, as evidenced
by his rendition of an S 0 S in that language.
Either Mr. Dunstan was pulling that gentleman's
leg or-well, Mr. Editor, his knowledge of that
language must be less than one imagined. Announcers
should bear well in mind that, although one may
swallow up to half a word when speaking English and
yet remain entirely intelligible --and, maybe, cultured
-in other languages, more especially French and
Italian, each syllable must be properly sounded and
the lips used vigorously.

I am one of the people mentioned in your interest-
ing article who " find these pronunciation problems
a spark of gaiety."

The last two, reverend gentlemen who gave us
talks, one on stamps, the other on language in
Central Africa, have given ine an instance each. The
former mispronounced " mulcted " as " mulched "
(should be " mulk-ted ") ; the latter gave us
`recalcitrant " with a hard second " c," instead of a

soft. They were extremely interesting talks, though.
May we have another interesting article soon ?

Faithfully yours,
LINGUIST."

S. Woodford, Essex.

THE " ANTIPODES ADAPTOR."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-With reference to the " 1929 Antipode
Adaptor " and the list of stations that are receivable
on same, I herewith wish to enclose you an extract
from a letter I received dated June 19th, 1929, from
Messrs. Dominion Broadcasting Proprietary, Ltd.,
Melbourne, which may help to clear up any difficulty
in being unable to hear them at the time stated.
Extract as follows :

" We regret to have to advise that, owing to altera-
tions having been made by the Postmaster -General's
department for broadcasting in the Commonwealth of
Australia, we have been reluctantly compelled to
cancel our short-wave session each Sunday 19.00 to
20.00 G.M.T."

I was one of the first to build the original " Anti-
podes Adaptor," and have had the pleasure of

f

CORRESPONDENCE.

B.B.C.
AND PRONUNCIATION.

THE " ANTIPODES ADAPTOR "-A
SUCCESSFUL SHORT-WAVE CIRCUIT

-THE NEW 2 L 0 ?, ETC.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

1

hearing 3 L 0 several times, sometimes even on the -
loud speaker, using only three valves (Mullard).
Strange to say, I have been unable to receive P C I
(Hilversum) since February' last, it may even be
before that, and have often wondered whether any
Other readers have had a similar experience, as I
used to hear him as loud as Daventry 5 X X. With
best wishes.

I remain an old reader,
R. W. FELLENDER.

Bristol.

A SUCCESSFUL SHORT-WAVE CIRCUIT.
The -Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In nearly every issue of your paper
I see readers' letters about results obtained with short-
wave sets,, many of them of latest and so-called
Supers.

Now I am enclosing a circuit that I have been
using for some years. On one valve I have received
American stations and numerous amateurs, and on
two valves Chelmsford has been received at about
the same strength as a 500 -watt broadcasting station
comes in on one valve.

Mr. Hoogenhout's short-wave circuit.

Of all the short-wave circuits I've tried I found
this one the easiest to work and to control. The
reaction control especially is very smooth.

The aerial I have used is of the ordinary 100 feet
type, without any condensers in series : the earth "
is a piece of galvanised iron buried under the ground,
with a lead to the second story of the house.

Wishing you and the " P.W." the best of luck.
I am,

Yours faithfully,
G. F. M. HOOGENROUT,

Pretoria, South Africa.

THE NEW 2 L 0 P
The. Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-With reference to your request for
reports en the test transmissions from Brookman's
Park, I picked up one of these to -day (Friday) at
3.30 p.m. and held it till 3.50 p.m. Presumably
it was 13rookman's Park, but, naturally enough,
there was no announcement of locality, as it was'
purely an engineer's test.

The wave -length was the same as the present
2 L O's ; the carrier and modulation were very
strong. The beginning and end of each separate
test were announced and the speaker frequently
besought an unknown gentleman of the name
MacLaren to remember the special test to follow
No. 4.

There was no signal of any kind during each test
but announcements, as was to be expected, were
slightly louder than those received from the present
2 L 0. Owing to the absence of a prolonged signal,
I was unable to notice the " wipe out " effect, but
formed the opinion that this station would not
" interfere " with the reception of distant stations
any more than 2 L 0 does at the present time.
However, my set (1-v-1) is fairly selective as I can
receive Toulouse (54 kc. from 2 L 0) and Gleiwitz
(81 kc.) entirely free .from London.

I did not hear the beginning of the transmission
but picked it up halfway' through test No. 2. At
3.50 the end of the test was announced, and the next
test was fixed for to -morrow (Saturday) morning at
5.30 a.m.

Sloping this will be of interest,
Yours truly,

N. H. BLUNDELL,
London, S.E.27.
August 23, 1929.

" BREMEN'S " RADIO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I see by a recent " P.W." that you
mention the " Bremen's " wireless apparatus.

I have just received a QSL card from the " Bremen,"
giving me a report on my signals (B.5) when the ship
was in position 42° 40' North 54° 17' West.

The receiver he was using was a Schnell 0-v-0, and
the aerial was laid on the deck.

Apart from the equipment you mention, he says
he has a 50 -watt crystal -controlled transmitter, but
this, I believe, is owned by the operator " Franz
Noether," who uses the call sign X D 4 A B N.

The call sign on the card is K Q 5.
Hoping this may be of interest to you.

Yours sincerely,
S. F. HARRIS.

GOSH.
Battersea, S.W.11.

AM writing these notes immediately
after listening to an excellent running
commentary on the arrival of the "Graf

Zeppelin" at Los Angeles, relayed by all the
American stations, and on short waves by
W2XAD on 19.56 metres. This is the
first time I have received an important
broadcast via this station during the
afternoon in this country, and I am inclined
to think that the strength of signals was
better than it is during the late evening.

The exact times were from 2 p.m. till
3.30 p.m., B.S.T., corresponding to about
6 a.m. at Los Angeles and 9 a.m. at the
actual transmitting station. The comments
from the flying field were followed by a
commentary from an aeroplane over the
field, by Herbert Hoover, Jun., son of the
U.S. President.

A Pentode Change -over.
I find it rather convenient in- the case of

my detector and pentode short -waver to
be able to use the pentode roughly so that
its characteristics approximate to those
of an ordinary power valve, rather than
changing over the valve in the last socket.
I have therefore arranged a change -over
switch which disconnects the priming -grid
terminal of the pentode from the H.T.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

* sls -0- *

and connects it instead directly to the
anode.

There is not much sense in using the
pentode with the volume control half -in,
so when noises are bad or signals extra
strong I just switch over and put the
volume contrel " all -in " again.

I have an interesting letter from " R. I.,"
of Ilkley, describing his receiver, which
consists of an aperiodic S.G. stage (aerial
being connected to earth through an H.F.
choke), detector,, and four note-mags. I
The `first is choke coupled and the other
three R.C., with 100,000 -ohm resistances
and low-mag. valves.

Needless to say, he receives the high -
power broadcast stations quite loudly,
to put it mildly, and he qualifies for member-
ship of " H.A.C." I have often thought
that a really big set like this would be ideal
for short-wave broadcast reception, although

naturally it would merely be a nuisance for
hunting faint Morse signals over the
amateur bands, for which purpose a single-
valver, with its absence of annoying back-
ground, would be fat more ideal.

I rather longed for an extra note-mag.
myself while listening to the broadcast
I mentioned at the beginning of these notes,
as, with plenty of amplification available,
and a good volume control, one can
eliminate fading almost completely.

A Complete Re -build.
" R. I." finds conditions very variable

at this time of year, and says that
5 S W, usually a still small voice, has
suddenly started roaring in for no apparent
reason.

As I had all my gear to pieces just
recently before taking a week's holiday, and
carefully repainted and cleaned everything
before filling up the benches again, I am in
the throes of a complete re -build of every-
thing except my standard short -waver,
which is, of course, used as the principle
source of information in compiling these
notes. The transmitter has to be built
right up from a heap of components, so
that when it does arrive ultimately it will be
perfectly new once more.
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fuligrow WE ARE EXHIBITING AT
THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA,
SEPT. 23rd - OCT. 3rd.

STAND No. 110
GROUND FLOOR

WIrrI I AtE11,010Y
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:44.1:111.1iT

N Ptip Try a Telsen Transformer in that'

Try one now. They are entirely British.

set of yours, notice the Purity of
Amplification, and the Clarity of
reception throughout the entire
Musical Scale, that for which
you have been striving-Melody

made this possible for you.
out of the Medley, Telsen have

" Radiogrand " Model. " Ace " Model.

12'6 8'6
Ratios 5--1 Ratios 5-1
and 3-1 and 3-1

TRANsEvOitmEns
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD. HEAD OFFICE: MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

ILL A DCRAFT , LTD.
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(SLAWMOTION
A practical article for the constructor.
By G: V. DOWDING, Grad.LE.E.

SLOW-MOTION dials do not directly
affect the eleCtrical qualities of a set ;
their purpose is to make it easy to get

very close adjustments with variable con-
densers. Some variable condensers have
slow-motion movements incorporated in
them and others have not, but there is little
practical difference between a slow-motion
variable and an ordinary variable that has
a slow-motion dial fixed to it. Indeed, the
result is almost identically the same.

Now a reaction condenser does not want
a slow-motion dial. The set need never be
operated so close to oscillation that gearing
is needed to give you a minute approach,
and there is not so much to be gained by
having slow-motion dials even on the tuning
variable condensers of some sets.

For instance, slow motion will not be
needed if you merely want 5 G B, 5 X X
and 2 L 0 on a local station loud -speaker
outfit, but if you have a set capable of
running round the Continental stations,
then geared variables become very useful.

There are a large number of slow-motion
dials available, although it is to be feared
that quite a few of these are not so satisfac-
tory as they might be. On the other hand,

many that are excellent.

Points To Be Watched.
There are a number of points that must

be examined in a slow-motion dial. In my
opinion, the first thing is its appearance.
Apart from a switch knob or two, the
condenser dials are the only things that one
sees on a radio receiver. It is all very well
for the baseboard components to be beauti-
fully finished and the whole " innards " of
the set spick and span, but it is the cabinet,
panel and condenser dials that have to
appeal to the eye. And we have long since
passed the day when appearance was a

secondary
considera-
tion.

The move-
ment of a
slow - motion
dial 'must be
smooth and
free from
backlash.
Let me ex-
plain what
backlash is,
as there may
be some
readers who,
al though
they have
prob ably
seen the word

The Lotus dial has a very neat
" cursor " device for reading

the scale.
a good many -

times, arc not quite clear as to its meaning.
Backlash is a mechanical defect, and these

are its symptoms. You turn the dial slowly
round until a certain reading is reached, and
then stop at that point. When you try to
move back again to a lower reading you

have to rotate the adjustment
knob a tiny way before the
vanes of the variable con-
denser are set. in motion. In
short, there is " play " between the adjust-
ment knob or dial and the spindle carrying
the moving vanes. This is a very serious
defect in a slow-motion dial, because it is
essential for precise and easy manipulation
that there should be a corresponding move-
ment of the vanes with every microscopic
adjustment of the controlling knob or dial.

Smooth Action Essential.
There should be a uniform resistance in

the movement. You do not want the gearing
to be too loose and you do not want it to be
stiff ; the ideal drive provides you with a
compromise between the -two and, ob-
viously, there should not be a patchy

motion, the
control knob
rotating
smoothly at
first and then
striking a
hard or
sloppy patch.
I am saying
not hing
about the
kind of gear-
ing incorpor-
ated in the
device, for
this really
does not
matter pro -

The Burton dial combines a viding thedirect and 'a slow-motion dial. result is a
smooth action. Some manufacturers achieve
satisfactory operation with carefully cut
cog -wheels, while others employ friction
drives. Even worm gears and epicyclic
arrangements are to be found.

Now. you do not want the gearing to be of
too high a ratio unless you have a direct
drive as well as the geared drive. And, by the
way, if you have a direct drive, see that this,
too, is smooth and that its action has not
been sacrificed in order to achieve a smooth
" vernier " drive.

Ratios of G3aring.
With a gearing of anything between 4 to 1

and 6 to 1, a direct drive is not essential, and
very close adjustment at any point of the
scale can very rapidly be made. Microscopic
settings are possible with condensers with
gearings of 10 to 1 and 12 to 1, and higher,
although if you have no direct drive it
takes a long while to get around the dial.

A high ratio slow-motion dial fitted with
a small adjustment knob is more of a
nuisance than an asset, and here is a very
important factor and one I want you par-
ticularly to take note of. To get the best
out of a geared condenser drive a finely
engraved scale with a sharp indicator or
" hair line " are quite -vital.

In the case of the " hair line " indicator,

this should
come closely up
against the scale,
as otherwise it is liable
to cast a confusing
shadow. Some types of
slow-motion dials are provided
with almost completely con-
cealed scales you note the
settings and make calibrations
through an aperture, Personally, I prefer
to see the whole scale; which is in effect
one's radio operations map, but this may be
an old-fashioned view.

One thing is certain, and that is that the
aperture idea is a failure unless the figures
on the scale are bold and easy to see
without having to crouch down in front of
the panel.

Concerning Drum Drives.

One of the great advantages of the old
plain dial was that almost invariably it had
a scale engraved on a bevelled edge. You
nearly always look down at the panel of a
receiver, and the bevelling brought the
scale at about the right angle.

I suppose drum drives could hardly be
placed in the category of slow-motion dials.
They are a class of their own, but a few
words about. them are necessary. Most cf
the above remarks apply to these devices.
Practically every drum drive I have
examined has answered to all the above
requirements.

I am, of course, referring to geared drum
drives. They are harder to mount on a
panel than ordinary slow-motion dials
because they necessitate the cutting of a
large hole. Nevertheless, they are of hand-
some appear-
ance and are
very nice to
handle. Also
they tend
to make the
operation of
sets having
several tuned 34
circuits a
much easier
matter.

Ganging
can be ac-
complished
without the
necessity of
precise cir-
cuit balanc-
ing. You can have two or three drum
drives all in close juxtaposition so that they
can be adjusted either individually or col-
lectively.

This makes station searching an easier
business with sets having two or three
H.F. stages.

The latest Foruo dial is arranged
with the scale on an inclined

surface for ease of reading.
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ITS and CONDENSERS

SOMEHOW, I do not think the readers
of " P.W." would wish me to devote
this article to explanations of the

theory of tuning coils and condensers, how
they work, who invented the different types,
and so on.

I believe they would be much better
pleased if I used th, space allotted to me

in trying to
give them
some more
practical in -
format ion
about the whys
and wherefores
of these mat-
ters, so that
they may gain
a clearer in-
sight into the
reasons for
such things as
the customary
use of a .000E-
mfd. condenser

for tuning, a -0001 for reaction, and so
forth. I trust I am guessing correctly,
and that the essentially practical notes
which follow will prove helpful.

Capacity Questions.
Since we are not going to make any

attempt to go into theory, we need not
worry unduly about the order in which
we tackle the different parts of the subject,
so we may as well get down to business at
once. First of all, let us take the question
of the capacities of the different variable
condensers used in a set, and see what they
should be, getting an idea of the reasons
therefore as we go.

For a start, there is the reaction con-
denser. Have you ever wondered why it is

A part -sectioned view of the
Gambrell type of plug-in coil.

.

A comprehensive review from the
practical point of view of all the
principal types of coils and con-
densers used in radio circuits,
with a helpful discussion of their

special adaptations.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

* ..- 4.-.--- .4-.4- .... ...*

in practically all modern designs the capa-
city of this unit is about .0001 *mfd. ?
(Sometimes given as .00015 mfd., but that
is too small a difference to be worth count-
ing, and merely arises from the fact that in
some makes only a .00015 is available, and
no -0001 mfd.) Well, the main reasons are
these : In most modern circuits things are
so arranged that full reaction-i.e. the just -
short -of -oscillation point-is reached with

The Raymond miniature type of reaction condenser
-a very neat little component.

quite a small reaction capacity, usually
about -00005 to -000075 mfd.

Reaction Requirements.
Since we only want this quite small

capacity it is obviously desirable to get it
with a correspondingly small condenser,
since in this way we shall get easier and
more gradual adjustment. Moreover, such
a small condenser is cheaper, and as a result
of its compactness it requires less panel
space and
so can be
fitted into 6
a layout
more easily.

Of course,
one could
use an ordi-
nary type of
condenser
of, say,
0003 mfd.,
but it would
always be
working
near its
minimum
setting, and
so would be
more or less
wasted.
Also, it
would give
a rather
coarse and abrupt control which would be
far from pleasant in use.

Things would be worse still with one of
-0005 mfd., because control would be so
sudden as to require a good deal of skill,
and in some cases the set might even oscil-
late with the reaction condenser at zero,

(Continued on next page.)

The Igranic short-wave plug-in
coils are very soundly constructed.

FIVE FINE SPECIMENS OF BRITISH RADIO PRODUCTS

Reading from left to right : The Wearite version of the " Titan " coil unit, the J.B. neutralising condenser, a Lewcos standard plug-in coil, a T.C.C. large fixed con-
denser, and finally a Dubilier " Toroid " coil.
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DETAILS OF A SELECTION OF FIRST-CLASS H.F. COMPONENTS FOR WIRELESS RECEIVERS.
as a consequence of the comparatively
large " minimum " value of such a com-
ponent.

Another point about the reaction con-
denser which readers sometimes raise is the
effect of the fixed condenser practically
always placed in series with it in " P.W.
sets. They may be interested, therefore, if
I explain why I always include this device

A component with many applications-the Lotus
differential reaction condenser.

in the " P.W." Research Department
designs. This condenser does not affect in
any appreciable degree the functioning of
the reaction circuit, but is purely a safety
device intended to prevent H.T. short-
circuits.

Preventing H.T. Short Circuits.
The point is this: If this fixed condenser

were not provided and the fixed and moving
plates of the reaction condenser chanced to
touch, there would result in most circuits a
short-circuit of the H.T. battery. This
would very possibly have disastrous conse-
quences for the first L.F. transformer
primary :winding, 'phones, or whatever is
included in the detector anode circuit.

Such a fault ought not to occur with
a good make of reaction condenser, but

there is always the possibility of the plates
being bent accidentally, and I have found
in practice that the risk is quite a real one.
My own experience convinced me that
something definite should be done to safe-
guard against it, and hence
when I took charge of the
" P.W." Research and Con-
struction Department, some
tw5 years ago, I decided
that this safety condenser
should be incorporated as all
invariable rule in all our sets
except those in which some
special circumstances made
it unnecessary.

No Operating Effect.
The reason why this " stop-

ping " condenser has no
effect upon the behaviour of
the reaction circuit is quite
simple. It is usually of
much larger capacity than the reaction
condenser, and' so its electrical " re-
sistance " to H.F. currents is negligibly
small in comparison. Hence, variations in

the capa-
city of the
reaction
condense r
have just
the usual
effect,  the
presence c f
the large
capacity of
the fixed
condenser
in series not
altering
matters to
any degree
you can dis-
cover.

To give
you an idea
of the re-
lative capa-
cities of

these two condensers, I may mention
that it is usual in sets of my design for
the fixed condenser to be about ten times

The Peto Scott miniature type
reaction condenser.

the capacity of the reaction condenser.
Thus, in the majority of sets, the variable is
of .0001 or .00015 mfd., and the " stopping "
condenser is of 001 mfd.

This value (.001 mfd.) will serve in practi-

The " Atlas range of short-wave coils is mounted on special
porcelain plugs.

cally all cases, but in some sets where a
specially small capacity -reaction condenser
is used it is permissible to reduce the
stopping condenser in roughly the same
proportion. The point is that any fixed
condenser of about seven to ten times the
capacity of the reaction will serve, or any
large size available. For example, in
designing the " Titan " Three I found that
the best capacity for the reaction condenser
was round about 00005 mfd., hence there
was no need to place so large a condenser
as a .001 in series with it. Instead I used
one of .0003 mfd., which was amply large
enough and was a size which I thought it
probable most constructors would have at
hand.

The Type for Reaction.
The point is really this : The fixed

stopping condenser should be not less than
about seven times the capacity of the re-
action condenser if it is not to have any
appreciable effect on the adjustment of the
latter. A larger capacity still could be used
if it happened to be available, although it is
not necessary nor of any advantage. You
could use one of 2 mfd. if you liked !

The type of condenser to use for reaction
purposes is a point on which many people

do not seem to be quite clear. Really, all
that one wants is a condenser giving a
variation of capacity proportional to the
dial reading, i.e. one with plain semi-
circular plates. There is little point in
using fancy -shaped plates, such as the
square law and S.L.F. in a reaction con-
denser, be-
cause we are
not con-
cerned here
with a tuning
effect. It is
arguable,
however, that
these special
shaped plates
may, in some
cases, give a
slightly more
gradual con-
trol of reac-
tion ; it all
depends on
the particular point on the condenser scale
at which the adjustment is being made.

A Special Type.
Reaction condensers of the ordinary

miniature sort are available nowadays in a
great variety of types and makes, but we
must not forget that there is another
form just achieving popularity which is
only produced as yet by a comparatively
small number of makers. This is the so -

A high -voltage Ferranti reservoir
condenser of 2 mfd. capacity.

The special Gecophone double slow-motion tuning
condenser used in the " Music Magnet " receiver.

called " differential " condenser, which
although by no means new, has not been
used to any great extent until comparatively
recently.

This type has two sets of fixed plates
and one set of moving. They are arranged
so that the moving plates can engage
wholly with either set of fixed ones, or
partly with either, and this component has
some quite valuable applications. For
example, it can be adapted to the ordinary
Reinartz circuit in such a way that the
adjustment of the reaction condenser no
longer upsets the tuning nearly so much as
in the normal scheme.

Tuning Capacity Considerations.
Now for some practical points about

tuning condensers for 'different purposes.
Now, the standard capacity for the tuning
condenser in a receiver for the ordinary

One of the Igranic range of tuning condensers of
the square -law variety.

medium and long broadcast waves is .0005
mfd., and the reader of an inquiring turn
of mind may have wondered why this
should be. Well, there is nothing magical
about this figure of .0005. It simply
happens to be about the smallest capacity
which will cover comfortably the lower
broadcast band of waves with ordinary
coils.

It is sometimes argued that better
results can be obtained by using a smaller
condenser (.0003 mfd.), and a larger coil

The Ripault condenser operates on a special
" lateral action " principle.

in each circuit, since by so doing we obtain
a higher ratio of inductance to capacity
in the circuit. Under favourable con-
ditions this means a greater H.F. voltage
across the circuit, and should result in
stronger signals.

A Cyldon variable condenser of the " log -mid -
line " type.

(Continued on next page.)

Left to right we see the following components here : The Lissen reaction condenser, a Brandes slow-motion tuning condenser, the Chakophone dual -wave range tuner, and a special Formo 6 -pin dual range coil unit. The tuning components on the right hand page are, left to right, the Bowyer -Lows reaction condenser, an Ormond slow -notion tuning condenser,
and a pair of Colvern 6 -pin coils on special ribbed formers. (The one to the right is a slot -wound long -wave coil.)
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DETAILS OF A SELECTION OF FIRST-CLASS H.F. COMPONENTS FOR WIRELESS RECEIVERS.
as a consequence of the comparatively
large " minimum " value of such a com-
ponent.

Another point about the reaction con-
denser which readers sometimes raise is the
effect of the fixed condenser practically
always placed in series with it in " P.W.
sets. They may be interested, therefore, if
I explain why I always include this device

A component with many applications-the Lotus
differential reaction condenser.

in the " P.W." Research Department
designs. This condenser does not affect in
any appreciable degree the functioning of
the reaction circuit, but is purely a safety
device intended to prevent H.T. short-
circuits.

Preventing H.T. Short Circuits.
The point is this: If this fixed condenser

were not provided and the fixed and moving
plates of the reaction condenser chanced to
touch, there would result in most circuits a
short-circuit of the H.T. battery. This
would very possibly have disastrous conse-
quences for the first L.F. transformer
primary :winding, 'phones, or whatever is
included in the detector anode circuit.

Such a fault ought not to occur with
a good make of reaction condenser, but

there is always the possibility of the plates
being bent accidentally, and I have found
in practice that the risk is quite a real one.
My own experience convinced me that
something definite should be done to safe-
guard against it, and hence
when I took charge of the
" P.W." Research and Con-
struction Department, some
tw5 years ago, I decided
that this safety condenser
should be incorporated as all
invariable rule in all our sets
except those in which some
special circumstances made
it unnecessary.

No Operating Effect.
The reason why this " stop-

ping " condenser has no
effect upon the behaviour of
the reaction circuit is quite
simple. It is usually of
much larger capacity than the reaction
condenser, and' so its electrical " re-
sistance " to H.F. currents is negligibly
small in comparison. Hence, variations in

the capa-
city of the
reaction
condense r
have just
the usual
effect,  the
presence c f
the large
capacity of
the fixed
condenser
in series not
altering
matters to
any degree
you can dis-
cover.

To give
you an idea
of the re-
lative capa-
cities of

these two condensers, I may mention
that it is usual in sets of my design for
the fixed condenser to be about ten times

The Peto Scott miniature type
reaction condenser.

the capacity of the reaction condenser.
Thus, in the majority of sets, the variable is
of .0001 or .00015 mfd., and the " stopping "
condenser is of 001 mfd.

This value (.001 mfd.) will serve in practi-

The " Atlas range of short-wave coils is mounted on special
porcelain plugs.

cally all cases, but in some sets where a
specially small capacity -reaction condenser
is used it is permissible to reduce the
stopping condenser in roughly the same
proportion. The point is that any fixed
condenser of about seven to ten times the
capacity of the reaction will serve, or any
large size available. For example, in
designing the " Titan " Three I found that
the best capacity for the reaction condenser
was round about 00005 mfd., hence there
was no need to place so large a condenser
as a .001 in series with it. Instead I used
one of .0003 mfd., which was amply large
enough and was a size which I thought it
probable most constructors would have at
hand.

The Type for Reaction.
The point is really this : The fixed

stopping condenser should be not less than
about seven times the capacity of the re-
action condenser if it is not to have any
appreciable effect on the adjustment of the
latter. A larger capacity still could be used
if it happened to be available, although it is
not necessary nor of any advantage. You
could use one of 2 mfd. if you liked !

The type of condenser to use for reaction
purposes is a point on which many people

do not seem to be quite clear. Really, all
that one wants is a condenser giving a
variation of capacity proportional to the
dial reading, i.e. one with plain semi-
circular plates. There is little point in
using fancy -shaped plates, such as the
square law and S.L.F. in a reaction con-
denser, be-
cause we are
not con-
cerned here
with a tuning
effect. It is
arguable,
however, that
these special
shaped plates
may, in some
cases, give a
slightly more
gradual con-
trol of reac-
tion ; it all
depends on
the particular point on the condenser scale
at which the adjustment is being made.

A Special Type.
Reaction condensers of the ordinary

miniature sort are available nowadays in a
great variety of types and makes, but we
must not forget that there is another
form just achieving popularity which is
only produced as yet by a comparatively
small number of makers. This is the so -

A high -voltage Ferranti reservoir
condenser of 2 mfd. capacity.

The special Gecophone double slow-motion tuning
condenser used in the " Music Magnet " receiver.

called " differential " condenser, which
although by no means new, has not been
used to any great extent until comparatively
recently.

This type has two sets of fixed plates
and one set of moving. They are arranged
so that the moving plates can engage
wholly with either set of fixed ones, or
partly with either, and this component has
some quite valuable applications. For
example, it can be adapted to the ordinary
Reinartz circuit in such a way that the
adjustment of the reaction condenser no
longer upsets the tuning nearly so much as
in the normal scheme.

Tuning Capacity Considerations.
Now for some practical points about

tuning condensers for 'different purposes.
Now, the standard capacity for the tuning
condenser in a receiver for the ordinary

One of the Igranic range of tuning condensers of
the square -law variety.

medium and long broadcast waves is .0005
mfd., and the reader of an inquiring turn
of mind may have wondered why this
should be. Well, there is nothing magical
about this figure of .0005. It simply
happens to be about the smallest capacity
which will cover comfortably the lower
broadcast band of waves with ordinary
coils.

It is sometimes argued that better
results can be obtained by using a smaller
condenser (.0003 mfd.), and a larger coil

The Ripault condenser operates on a special
" lateral action " principle.

in each circuit, since by so doing we obtain
a higher ratio of inductance to capacity
in the circuit. Under favourable con-
ditions this means a greater H.F. voltage
across the circuit, and should result in
stronger signals.

A Cyldon variable condenser of the " log -mid -
line " type.

(Continued on next page.)

Left to right we see the following components here : The Lissen reaction condenser, a Brandes slow-motion tuning condenser, the Chakophone dual -wave range tuner, and a special Formo 6 -pin dual range coil unit. The tuning components on the right hand page are, left to right, the Bowyer -Lows reaction condenser, an Ormond slow -notion tuning condenser,
and a pair of Colvern 6 -pin coils on special ribbed formers. (The one to the right is a slot -wound long -wave coil.)
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COILS
AND CONDENSERS.
(Continued from previous page.)

This improvement, however, is rather
difficult to realise in practice, and means
a very special and somewhat expensive
coil. Now that the lower broadcast band
is so wide (practically 200 to 550 metres),
moreover, the problem has become more
difficult still, and so the -0005 value is
practically always used.

On the short waves things are rather
different, and special short-wave receivers
usually employ considerably smaller
capacity tuning condensers. Here we do
not as a rule require to cover such a wide
range of waves, and so a lower capacity is
adequate. For example, one interesting
band of waves is from 20 to about 35 metres,
and this only involves a comparatively
small alteration of capacity.

Short -Wave Requirements.
Consequently, we can quite well use a

condenser of only perhaps -0002 or -0003
mfd., or even a little less, and still have an
ample range of tuning.' For the -next
wave -range above we change the coils, and
so cover the whole band in time.

It might be thought at first glance that
although a -0005-mfd. condenser is larger
than necessary for short-wave tuning it
might yet be employed and so render the
set equally suitable for broadcast reception
without other modification than the
changing of the coils. This, however, is
not as a rule the case, because so large
a condenser is apt to make tuning exceed.
ingly difficult on the short waves.

Hence, in sets intended for both low and
ordinary waves it is usual to provide a
0005-mfd. tuning condenser, with a device
for cutting down its capacity when working
on short waves. This generally takes the
form of a small fixed condenser which can
be connected in series with the tuning

Two examples from the Hydra range of high volt-
age reservoir condensers in metal cases.

condenser for low waves, and cut out for
the broadcast band.

Now, what about the type of condenser
to use ? There is first the question of the

shape of the plates,
and it can be _assumed

 'that . the old semi-
circular straight-line-

' capacity condenser is
dead so far as tuning
purposes are con-
cerned. The choice now
is really between the
straight - line -wave-
length condenser (two
forms, square law and
log:mid-line) and the
straight -line -frequency
(S.L.F.), and it is really
a matter of taste which
you use.

Just one point here:
The Tunewell D u don't let anybody tell
Range coil is a single- you that diffefent
hole mounting compo- t s alter the selec-nent with integral wave- ype

change switch. tivity of the set. All
they do is to affect the

convenience of working and the positions
at ;which the stations come in.

Then there is the question of a slow-
motion or a plain condenser, and this
fequires a little consideration to make a
correct decision. By slow-motion, by the
way, I mean either a condenser with an
-integral slow drive, or else a plain type
fitted with a so-called " vernier " dial. '

Now let me see if I can give you some
general rules which will help you in making
a choice. First, there is the simple case of
the crystal set. Here a plain condenser is
definitely indicated, for I have never yet
found a crystal circuit in which tuning was
sufficiently sharp to make slow-motion either
_necessary or desirable.

Very similar is the purely " local " set,
usually a detector and one or two L.F.,
where the tuning is again comparatively
flat. So long as'such a set is intended only
for the local and 5 G B a plain condenser can
be taken as quite adequate, but if it is to be
used for long-distance work as well then a
slow-motion control will be very desirable.

A Useful Rule.
Here, then, we can decide upon a general

rule ; the great majority of sets intended
for long-distance work call for slow-motion
tuning condensers.

Now we come to the question of the
coils used in -a radio receiver, and here
we reach so large a subject that we must
make up our minds to try to deal only with
some particular aspect of it. I rather think
i t will be of the most practical value if I
confine myself to, questions of the applica-
tions of the various coil types.

Our obvious first example is the standard
plug-in coil, and here we can quickly arrive
at a useful generalisation : wherever we are
aiming at simplicity and flexibility we shall
do well to consider the plug-in type.

Their flexibility is particularly valuable
in experimental work, since in most makes
we have available a range of sizes from 25
to 300 turns or thereabouts, with the
intermediate sizes very closely -graded.

For the simpler types of sets. therefore,
such as single-valvers and " Det.-L.F."
receivers, the plug-in coil makes a very
strong claim.

For wave -change circuits this type of coil
is not quite so convenient, on account of its
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rather large size. True, it is quite possible
to arrange our low -wave coils in one group
and the long -wave ones in another, with a
suitable switching arrangement, but ib
generally results in a fairly bulky set.

I have produced a number of designs for
such sets in the pait which have appeared
in the pages of P.W.," and while they
have given good results I have always felt
that their inevitable size was a point against
them. All the same, they represent a very
economical way of constructing an up-to-
date set for the man who already possesses
a range of plug-in coils.

Where to Use Plug -ins.
To sum up, it seems that the type of set in

which the plug-in coil is the obvious form
of inductance is the comparatively simple
one without Wave -change switching. As
regards efficiency, it should perhaps be
pointed out that the more modern types of
plug-in coils give quite creditably low
figures of H.F. resistance.

An advantage of the plug-in coil which
must be, mentioned in justice to this type
concerns the use of the simpler kinds of
sets on short waves. Most receivers of the
detector and L.F. type can quite well be
used on the really short waves if they are
fitted with this kind of coil, because special
short-wave specimens can now be obtained.

The Lamplugh variable condenser is of decidedly
original design and construction.

Now we come to the limitations of the
plug-in type. We have already seen that
it is not too well adapted to wave -change
switching circuits, and the modern tendency
here is to use combined -wave coil units in
which both medium and high -wave windings
are built into a single component. Our
" Titan ". unit, with its well-known effi-
ciency and adaptability to different circuits,
is a good example of this class of coil.

Another position in which the plug-in coil
is not often used is in sets with one or more
stages of H.F. Here we usually require too
many different windings for the plug-in
type to be convenient or very efficient.

In. hese larger sets it is therefore usually
preferable to use some of the complete
H.F. transformer units, of which the stan-
dard six -pin coil is a good example. These
coils have been very widely used in all
sorts of sets for some years, and they
are: available in an extraordinary number
of different types.
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A
BAD Filament

WITHOUT
"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched microphoto-
graph of part of the filament of a badly coated
valve before use, showing a serious gap in the
coating. A gap such as this starts the valve off
in its life with a poor performance. The valve
then prematurely fails.

:,::,:44::::;:44,;.,440:i4 4.0

icligiV111:41=licAMT4g41:14.1241.0'S

?'

with the
"TENACIOUS COATING"

MADE IN ENGLAND. Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

A
GOOD Filament

WITH
" TENACIOUS

COATING "
This reproduction shows the
coating typical of all OSRAM
VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There
are no gaps, the coating clings,
so that the full benefit of the
coating is maintained. The
secret is the startling discovery
of the scientific process of
"TENACIOUS COATING."

WRITE for booklet
"OSRAM WIRELESS
GUIDE" (1929 edition) giving
full particulars of the full range
of OSRAM VALVES with
the "TENACIOUS COAT-
ING." Also helpful wireless
information of importance to
every listener. Sent post free.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingszvav, London, W.C. z
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

Tested and
Found-?

S. G. BROWN'S NEW ACTIVITIES.
THE copy of the " Brown Budget we

recently received is the annual cata-
logue number, and we note that S. G.

Brown, Ltd., have some interesting new
productions for the coming season. For

A great radio factory which proudly advertises i

instance, there are screened -grid receivers
for home assembly, the kits for these
handsome -looking outfits being available at
very reasonable prices.

Then there are the Brown Duplex loud
speakers which are stated to give exception-
ally good results. The new Brown Vee Unit
is prominently figured, and we note that
there is now avAilable a handsome fire -
screen specially designed for use with the
Vee Unit chaSsis. This stands 2 .ft. 7 in.
high, and is made of fine quality Honduras
mahogany. The price of this most artistic
" baffle " is two guineas.

LEWCOS TRIPLE -TAPPED COILS.
There is a new range of Lewcos plug-in

coils which should prove of exceptional
interest to builders of new sets, and those
who desire to make old sets more selective.
They are known as the Lewcos X inductance
coils, type 7B. They are similar in appear-
ance to Lewcos centre -tapped coils, and
are enclosed in beautifully moulded insu-
lating cases.

In addition to the normal plug con-
nections in the ordinary plug-in base,
corresponding with the two ends of the
windings, there are three terminals which
are taken to three tappings. These enable

any one of three alternative
aerial connections to be made.

The 60X, which covers the
range of from 180 to 510
metres, using the normal .0005 -

Mid. variable, is tapped at
15, 25 and 50 turns. These
tappings are very well placed,
and are most suitable for
" P.W." sets where, coils

of the tapped variety are specified in
various positions.

It is interesting to note that the N.P.L.
gives 3.2 ohms as the H.F. resistance of the
60X tuned by a .0005-mfd. variable. This
is, of course, exceptionally low, and is a good

indication of the coil's
very high efficiency.
The 75X is tapped
similarly, and the
250X and 300X are
each tapped at 15,
30 and 50.

HOME -ASSEMBLED
H.T. BATTERIES.
The Leyton Battery

Co. is now selling the
component parts of
HT. batteries so that
amateurs can them-
selves assemble these
accessories. The main
element is, in effect, a
complete dry cell of
the triple -capacity type.
These can be purchased
for 3s. 6c1. ,per dozen.
All you have to do is to
dip each

cell in hot wax (the wax is avail-
able at is. per pound), put them
in a cardboard box and solder
or screw the cells into a complete
electrical chain.

The full details are, of course,
supplied when you buy the parts.
It is a very economical way to
obtain the type of battery need-
ed to operate a multi-valver.
The work of assembly is not at
all a tedious or difficult opera-
tion. and necessitates no  par-
ticular skill. -

Another attractive Leyton
Battery Co. innovation is the
Leyton Dual Battery. This is
again of interest to the home
assembler. In this case the
cells are fitted with interchange-
able terminals, and have to be
placed in small glass jars as
though a wet H.T. battery were
being assembled. But you do
not put anything into the
jars until the cells begin to
run down As each cell starts
to give out, water is poured
into its jar and this has
the effect of revivifying it. valves

A nhotionmwegerparprinioe.os-u;
liencgt ic'ecertfaokrems

radio

Used on an average of four hours a day it is
claimed that the possible life of the Leyton
Dual Battery is anything from one year
to eighteen months.

A FERRANTI ANNOUNCEMENT.
Ferranti Ltd., makers of the well-kno

components bearing their name, announ
that Mr. M. R. Carlisle, one of their Sale
Engineers, has taken over their representa-
tion in the Midlands for the sale of their
Radio products. Mr. Carlisle will reside in
Birmingham and will take an early oppor-
tunity of making contact with the many
clients of Ferranti Ltd. in the Midlands.
This appointment follows the resignation
of Mr. H. S. Cooke, who has been well
known as the Ferranti agent in the Midlands
for several years.

NEW MAIN SETS.
We have had the opportunity of examin-

ing the full and complete specifications of

2.11111111111111111111111111111111111111$1111111111111111111111111111111111111m

Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components, and
accessories to the " P.W." Technical
Department for test. All tests are
carried out with strict impartiality
under the personal supervision of the
Technical Editor, and readers are asked
to note that this weekly feature is in-
tended as a reliable and unbiased guide
as to what to buy and what to avoid.

Taunnunnannunnunanananummuniummuunnun0

two new mains sets that the R.I. people
are now in the process of introducing to the
listening public.

The one that particularly -.appeals to us
is a three-valVer which requires no aerial
or earth. This set employs mains valves
and, of course, needs no batteries at all.
You just plug it in a light or power socket
like an electric wire. It appears that this
R.I. receiver gives an astonishing per-
formance and, in due course, we hope to be
able to make a detailed report on it.

t elf t th Ids o e wor .
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Meticulous care in manufacture and
in choice of raw materials has ensured
that even with the most prolonged
usage, this transformer will not break
down. A product of resources of the
famous B.T.H. Radio Laboratories
at Rugby, it has exceedingly good
characteristics.

A feature of this wonderfully designed
instrument is the fact that screening
is rendered unnecessary, as the whole
of the magnetic field is utilised.

It is made in a variety of useful ratios
-your dealer can supply you.

PRICES:
RATIOS:

1:1, 2:1, 4:1 or 15:1
(output to moving coil
speakers) 15/.

TRANSFORMERS
Advt. of
The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigera-
 tion and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

Head -Office and Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division:
la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

EDISWAN
RADIO
PRODUCTS

W.12
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All Editorial communications to be addressed to the Editor
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tanis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wirele a
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. .4 stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. A t
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John U. Lite, Ltd ,

4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The contrvetional articles which appear from lime to time ht this journal are the outcome of research

and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless receivers. As much 01
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world.
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use, the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

A DOUBLE WAVE -TRAP.
T. C. F. (Enfield).-" Whilst staying with

friends for the August holiday I saw the set
of one of their neighbours (called The `Dwarf'
Three.) What interested me especially was a
sort of double wave -trap, which he explained
to me would cut out two stations (either one
at a time) by means of a switch (usual type
L.T. switch).

" It.' appeared to consist of an ordinary
centre -tapped coil and two of the little variable
condensers of the type which you adjust with
a screwdriver. Can you give me the direc-
tions. for making one of these wave -traps ? "

Either an X coil or a centre -tapped coil can be,
used for the trap, and in addition to this you will
require one compression type semi -variable con-
denser having a maximum of .0003 mfd., and another
of .001 mid.

To insert the trap into the set all that is necessary
is to mount the coil well away from all other coils,
etc., with the two condensers close to it, and also to
the switch, the leads to the latter being as short as
possible, as it is important to run these leads direct
to avoid losses. In addition, a new aerial terminal
will be required which we will call Al, calling the
ordinary aerial terminal on the set A.

The first thing to do is to wire this latter (A termina
on the set) to one side of each of the new variable
condensers and to one end of the new coil holder:
The other end of the coil holder goes to one side of
the 001-mfd. variable condenser and to one side of
the switch. The remaining side of the switch goes
to the other side of the other variable
(.0003 mfd.).

Now all that remains is to take a flexible lead from
the new Al terminal; to either the centre tap on
the centre -tapped coil or to one of the tappings on
the X coil, whichever may be in use. The operation
of the trap is simplicity itself, and it can be cut right
out of circuit if the aerial lead is placed on the old
aerial terminal. If it is placed on the new aerial
terminal the best position for the flexible lead should
be found on the coil by trial and error, and then the
switch should be thrown open, and the lower wave-
lengths on the two stations which it is desired to cut
out should be tuned in on the set, and reduced by
the wave -trap in the ordinary way.

After this has been done the switch is closed and
the set is tuned to the higher wave -length, finally
tuning the wave -trap to cut out the second inter-
fering station on the longer waves, in the same mari-
ner as with the former station. The great advantage
of the scheme is that once the wave -trap condenser
has been adjusted, either the lower or the upper
wave -length station can be cut out by the wave -trap
merely at the touch of the switch.

VOLUME CONTROL BY MEANS OF
RHEOSTAT.

" SoRso " (Warrington).-" The circuit is
L.F., the H.F. being screened

grid with tuned anode, detector on the ordinary
grid -leak condenser principle (with Reinartz
reaction), first L.F. resistance and second L.F.
transformer coupled.

"All the best components have been chosen
and all the values have been carefully picked
from advice given from time to time in P.W.,'
so the rest of the set is of really high quality.
As the cost has been rather high I do not want
to fit an ordinary volume control, and I am
wondering if I could use the H.F. filament
method instead. The only objection that I
can see is that this may spoil the quality,
and this is the very thing I wish to avoid. Is
this so, or do you think it would be O.K. to

(Continued on page 820.)

Performance I
In announcements

of the S.G.3, Ferranti said :
The Ferranti Screened Grid 3 possesses inherently good
selectivity and is capable of excellent reproduction.
Besides the loCal station, 5XX and 5GB, the perform-
ance includes ,good reception of a fair number of

- Continental programmes, according to the situation
of the listener. Simple to control and construct.

Extract from the
" Wireless World," April 24th, 1929:
" It is no mere figure of speech to say that the sponsors (FERRANTI)

- have done a public service in introducing their set with extremely
modest claims as to its abilities and in stressing the effects of the
user's local conditions on its performanee. The average constructor
will be all the more gratified to find that he gets better results
than the designers' statements would lead him to expect . . . .

the building of the receiver calls for nothing more than assembly
and wiring , . . . constructional difficulties, even for the
beginner, should be non-existent . . . . reaction control
is evenly progressive as wavelength is increased, ease of
operation is well above the average standard. After dark,
signals at good loud -speaker strength could be tuned -in

. at every few degrees."

Extract from the "Ulster and Scottish Radio Dealer," Yay, 1929

" He had received more than twenty programmes on the ordinary
broadcast band and four on the higher wavelengths, without
making any special effort with the dials, It was purity of tone,
however, which captivated him."

SCREENED GRID THREE
FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
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OLDHAM Si. SON, LTD,
Denton, Manchester.

Telephone - Denton 301 (4 lines)
London Office:

40 Wicklow Street, King's Cross, W.C.1
Telephone - Terminus 4446 (3 lines)
Glasgow Depot: 200 St. Vincent Street
Telephone - - Central 4015
Birmingham Depot: 62 Moor Street
Telephone Central 3131

Fat al f " /

with OLDHAM Triple
"Girder -built" Plates

Oldham "Faithful Service "Accumulators give more programme
hours on every re -charge. This is because their Triple "Girder -
built" plates have three times the active service of mass type
plates. Oldham Triple Plates are immensely strong-they are
built like bateleships-braced and strengthened to an almost
indestructible rigidity. They will not buckle. Even when unused
for long periods they resist sulphation to a remarkable degree.

- Oldham Triple plates - made under the famous Special
Activation Process-save you money. They cut down the
expense of frequent re -charging. They give
longer service and more listening. Your dealer
stocks Oldham Accumulators. Ask him to show
you one to -day.

O.V.D. I.V.D.
2 -volt 10 amp. 2 -volt 2.0 amp. hrs. (actual),

snecially recommended forhrs. (actual) the Cossor Melody Maker

2 -volt 40 amp.
hrs. (actual)

5,6 14, -
All fitted with free all -metal carriers.

" Faithful Service"
ACCUMULATORS

GA) 9875
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 818.)

insert a 30 -ohm resistance and adjust the
volume according to whether this was in or
all out of circuit on the H.F. filament "

You should have no serious distortion if this method
is employed on the H.F. valve. Distortion arises
when volume control is affected by means of dimming
the filament of one of the low -frequency amplifiers,
thus causing the valve to work on the wrong part of
its characteristic curve. The H.F. valve, however,
handles so small an input that the same effect does
not arise, and consequently we think you will find it
perfectly satisfactory to use a variable resistance of
the value mentioned, controlling the volume with this
as suggested.

Before mounting we should take care to see that it
works very smoothly, as placed in the H.F. position a
filament rheostat which has any tendency to noisy
results would be a tremendous drawback, especially
it the quality of the set is otherwise excellent.

Adjusting H.T.
R. D. A. (Bewdley, Worcs.).-" I was

reading in P.W.' about these stabilising
resistances for anti -motor -boating ;units, "and
it seems to be the very thing I require for my
set, which is pretty. good except that it dis-
torts on great volume.

" One point I am not clear on, and that is
does an anti -motor -boating device need
any other alterations after it is fitted, or is
this the only thing you have to do in putting
it in the set ? '-'

The anti -motor -boating unit is very easily wired into
the Set according to the directions which the makers
issue with 'the ComPoherit ivheri purchased.' Once
fitted, there is nothing to do at all in the way of
adjustment, for if suitable values are chosen: the
action of the instrument is completely automatic, and
all that :hapiferis is that the distortion which was
preViously troublesome is now removed.

There is, hOwever, just one little item which you
might find -a difference in, and that is the position
of the H.T. pOsitive Supplying the valve in the plate
circuit of which the anti -motor -boating device is
connected. Owing to the fact that an extra resist-

ance has been placed In circuit it is sometimes neces-
sary to . -move this plug up a little higher on the H.T.
battery than was previously the case, in order to
compensate for the added resistance in circuit.

Too Many Terminals ?
F. J. T. (Manor Park, London, E.12).-

" Why are practically all sets of two valves or
more fitted with more than one high-tension
aliummuumunnumummunummuniummullumum

" P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

la Your Set " Going Good " ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared

= and is spoiling your radio reception ?-0r =
= one of the batteries seems to run down =
E much faster than formerly ?--Or you want a B
= Blue Print 7 F..

B Whatever your radio problem may be, re- =7-

.

E member that the Technical Query Depart- L-
E ment is thoroughly equipped to assist ,our --
-- readers, and offers an untivalled service.

E-=

B Full details, including scale of charges, can
= be obtained direct from the Technical Query .2
= Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway

House, Farringdon Street, London, E,C.4.
-2 A poiteard will do : On receipt of this an
 Application Form will be sent to you free =
= and post free immediately. This application FE
..=z. will place you under no obligation whatever,
-.a but having the form you will know exactly
lE what information we require to have before
E us in order to solve your problems.
IT' LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:
 Applications should NOT be made in person
=at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
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tapping,  Would it not be much simpler to
insert resistances to reduce" the full voltage to
that required by a screened -grid valve or the
detector as the case may be ? Also as mains
units, are getting more universal would it not
be simpler to have one positive terminal to
supply the high voltage ? I understand that

only the fairly expensive, units are reasonably
accurate on the lower voltage tappings."

The reason that two tappings are provided 'is that
modem valves, although much superior to the valves
of a few years ago, are inclined to be rather critical
about their anode voltages (especially if of the special
type such as the screened -grid valve), and .conse-
quently the sets which have these mixed up with
other valves, make it necessary when full efficiency
is to be obtained to apply exactly the right voltage to
each particular part of the circuit.

It would. certainly be simpler to insert resistances
to reduce the full voltage of the mains or of the bat-
tery, to that required by the screened valve or detec-
tor, but these resistances would have to be bought,
and would certainly cost a good deal more than the
extra terminal and the extra wander plug which is
all that is required to tap an H.T. battery.' It is
this question of cost which really governs the fact
that more than one terminal is used, especially when
it is -remembered that such resistances are liable to
deteriorate.

This is not true of the wander plug, so that trouble
might arise owing to the resistance which would not
be there if the two -terminal method were employed.
Nevertheless, as you suspect there are certain advan-
tages in the simplification by means of resistances,
and you will probably have noticed that. Overal
" P.W." sets of the more ambitious type have been
designed with resistances inserted in the plates of
separate H.T. circuits. (Please note :-Your letter
had been passed to " Ariel " for attention,- but un-
fortunately we have had so many requests of this
kind that we are afraid that he will he unable to com-
ply with your request.)

INDOOR AERIAL'S POSITION.
M. J. (Goodmayes, Essex).-" We have only

just moved in, but my neighbours tell me.
that we can get good results with indoor
aerials they believe, as the man who was here
before me had one. I cannot quite make out
where it was placed for there appears to be no
trace of it left behind (worse luck !). What is
the best place for this type of aerial ? "

If you can get into the space underneath the roof
the best plan is to run three long wires across this
at a distance of, say, two or three feet from each other.
At the far end, each of these wires can be affixed to
separate insulators suspended from the wall or rafter.
At the near and the three wires are joined together

(Continued on page 822.)

XACTLY
RIGHT -12,7

E D I SWAN GLASS -ENCLOSED
VACUUM RESISTANCES.

(Grid Leak or Anode)
Ediswan are the only British made resistances of th is
type on the market. All resistances are thoroughly
tested before leaving our works, and are absolutely
accurate and noiseless in operation. Obtainable
in values from 5,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Overall
length. 45 mm.

CARTRIDGE
CONDENSERS.

These condensers are ideal
for the man who likes to
experiment. In a second,
you can pull one out of the
clips and put in another of a
different value. They are
made in values from .0001
mfd. to .001 mfd. Overall
length, 45 mm,

For the best
results.

D 1 SW
Made only by The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd..

12315, Queen Victoria Street. London, E.C.4.

F. BRINGS THIS
DOWN SPEAKER TO YOU

SEND FOR ONE FOR ONE WEEK'S TRIAL.
TO -DAY.

Test it at your leisure against ANY speaker at ANY price.
We know it is the equal of any.

Talking won't con-
vince you, but hear-
ing it on your set
will. If you are not
fully satisfied, pack
it up and return it
to us within a week,
and your money
and postage will be
refunded.

If you decide to
keep it-remember
your judgment isfinal-remit-the
balance 30/- or. if
you prefer it, 2/6 a
week for lout teen
weeks. C.O.D. 5/6.

Remember
P.R. Speakers

TelephOne are all
City 3788. British Made

SPECIFICATION. Full balanced electro-magnetic armature and powerful
cobalt steel permanent magnets. The special P.R. paper Cone is perfectly
free to move and floats against the baffle; the cabinet is of oak heavily
reinforced by a special frame designed to prevent sympathetic resonance.
The whole is finished in highly frenth-polished natural oak, and measure
t s x 13" x 6" with x m" cone.
GU A RANT EE,-Money refunded without question if not satisfied and

within 7 days.
(Opposite Post Office Tube)

P.R. PRODUCTS (Dept. F),
P.R. HOUSE, 14, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

s
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For perfect
reception

STEADY voltage under all
the varying rates of

'
dis-

charge is vital in a High
Tension Accumulator. The
Peto & Radford Type R.H.T.
High Tension Accumulator has
been specially designed to give
this steady, unchanging poten-
tial. And that is only one of
the superioritieS of the P. & R.
R.H.T. Here are some more.
The plates are strong and so
made that they hold their charge
over long periods. Cell lids,
which are moulded " Dagenite,"
fit snugly, and are sealed in the
box. End terminals are non -
interchangeable and are so made
that wander plugs can be in-
serted through the terminal tops.
Like every other P. & R. Bat-
tery, the R.H.T. is guaranteed
for six inonths. The price per
io-volt unit is 6/3. ' Thee capa-

- city is 5,000 Milliampere hours.
Send for details of this and
Other P.' & R. Batteries (L.T.
and H.T.) to

Peto & Radford, 50, Grosvenor
Gardens, London, S.W.I.

London

Telephone: Sales&Repair

Victoria 3667 Depot,

(5 lines) AND 107a, PimlicoRd.,
S.W.I.

PETO & I ADFORD

ACCUMULATORS
the beginning and the end in

Pc,,..,,,, ER
W.T.7, Glasgow Depot: 45, Clyde Place

TOROID H.F.
TRANSFORMERS
A Complete range
of models, covering

DUCON AERIAL
For use on electric
mains. Absolutely

-

NEUTRALISING
CONDENSER

Poor baseboard mounting.
Maximum capacity 5o
micro-microfarads 3/6

a wavelength band
of from 221 to 2,000

metres,
from 10:6 to 15:-

MINICAP
D.P.D.T.
SWITCH

5,6

If unobtainable from VISIT OUR STANDS
your dealer, write

S---34W(C

Nos. 181 and 182 AT THE
NATIONAL RADIO

direct to us giving
his name and address.

EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA
SEPT. 23rd to OCT. 3rd.Ann ...L.10

UBILIE
RADIO PRODUCTS

Manlier Condenser Co. (i923), Ltd., Ducon 1Vorks, Victoria Road, N. Acton,
London, 1V.3. © 243/S
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 820.)

and taken down to the set in as direct a line as pos-
sible. It is important to keep the aerial wires them-
selves and the down lead as far away from the walls,
etc.,as possible.

here they have to pass through a wall they should
pass straight through it, and should not be run against
a wall or ceiling for a greater distance than is abso-
lutely necessary. Failing the space under the roof
(which is generally the largest), a passage or hall
should be tried. If these are not available and
the aerial must be placed in a small room it is some-
times advisable to try the effeet of different' shapes
of indoor aerial.

In some places the best aerial is that wound round
and round a picture rail, whilst in other locations a
zig-zag from one side of the ceiling to the other gives
better results. Much depends upon the situation of
the house and that of the surrounding buildings, etc.,
so that the only way of determining the most satis-
factory Method of Arranging an indoor aerial in your
own case is to experiment with different forms until
the best position is found.

HEATING VALVES FROM THE MAINS.
F. T. L. (Cleckheaton).-" I am interested

in the valVes which run direct from A.C.
mains. What is the difference between directly
heated and indirectly heated valves of this
type and do both types need a transformer ? "

Both directly heated and indirectly heated valves
are used in conjunction with a low -frequency trans-
former to step-down the voltage of the alternating -
current supply (which is usually much too high) to
the required figure. A directly heated valve is
of the type with very thick filament specially de-
signed so that fluctuations of the A.C. input at the
end of the filament cause it to heat up to a more or
less steady temperature.

An ordinary thin filament valve is very sensitive
to the exact voltage which is applied to the filament,
and its emission would alter considerably with varia-
tions in the voltage 'across the filament. Even if
such a valve could stand up to the fluctuations im-
pressed upon it, the variations in emission would give
rise to a strong howl in the receiver which the use of
a thick filament would entirely obviate.

The indirectly heated valves are entirely different,
for in this case the fluctuations in voltage supplied
by the transformer are not applied to the filament
itself but are used to heat up a special heater element
which, being in close proximity to the cathode,
raises the temperature of this and so releases the
electrons just as effectively as a special filament
would do. Full details of the various types and of
the circuit connections, etc., ran be obtained from the
valve makers.

THE "P.W." "ELECTRO" UNIT.
Apparently a great deal of interest is being

taken in this unit for providing low-tension
current from D.C. mains, but a great number
of the queries which have been sent in have
already been answered in.the article describing
the unit.

It is obvious, too, that some would-be
constructors are entirely inexperienced in
handling high-tension wiring, so we would
call attention to our oft -repeated warning that
alterations to house mains and similar wiring
should not be undertaken except by a qualified
electrician, or by experienced persons who know
exactly what precautions should be taken to
prevent all possibility of danger.

All the wiring of the unit should be covered
to prevent the possibility of shock, and the
terminals should be of the type designed for
mains units. As stated, great care must be
taken not to alter or " open " the L.T. circuit
by removing one or more valves, as this
adversely affects the, eletrolytic condenser
(and remaining filaments, if any), and may
result in damage to them. (This, by the way,
is a precaution that should be taken in all
cases where an L.T. mains unit is being
employed.)

No earth lead or connection should be used
for the set or unit, as thiS part of the aerial -
earth circuit is made via the mains connection,
and need not be duplicated.

If for any reason the constructor particularly
requires an additional earth connection, it
must not be made direct (as in certain cases

this may short the mains), but through a large
fixed condenser (say, 1 mfd. or more) of really
good make. .

Regarding cost of running, although this is
very low in cases where electricity is laid on at
power rates, the device can simultaneously
operate as a battery charger, if desired, and
in this case the running cost will be much less
than that of a simple trickle -charger. Details of
this scheme are to be given in full in a further
article that is to appear shortly.
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HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY ?
The September number of

MODERN WIRELESS
-now

= is a wonderful shillingsworth of
' radio reading.

Full of good things for Listener,
E., Experimenter and Constructor,

it is profusely illustrated, easy to
understand and authentic.

on sale everywhere-

SECURE YOUR COPY NOW !
Price 1/-. September issue.

TESTING CHOKES.
E. M. (Manningtree, Essex).-" What were

the circuit connections given in P.W.' for
testing by oscillation whether an H.F. choke
was suitable for a reaction 'circuit, using a
tuning condenser and 250 -turn plug-in coil ?

In addition to the 250 coil and -0005-mfd. con-
denser you must wire up a valve holder, a -001 con-
denser, a pair of 'phone terminals, and an on -off
switch as well as the H.F. choke under test. The
connections are as follows. H.T.- and L.T
joined together and to one of the filament terminals

(Continued on page 824.)

The type H.T.3
,±) WESTINGHOUSE;

METAL RECTIFIER
Suitable for incorporation in high-tension eliminators requiring

up to 20 milliamps at 120 volts.

Costs only 21'.
There are a number` of other types also, from which
any type of eliminator or charger can he constructed.
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxhy Signal Co., Ltd., pi:2zrkLictrdao,n,ximi...

A Gramophone is
yours to command.
-music when you want it'!
A MELTROPE
Sound BOX makes
that music perfect.

Price 1216 front
all 'good Dealers.

Manufactured by:
AMPLIFIERS LTD.,

Billet R3., Walthamstow, E.17.

smite WT
*SeMOLIS ,m IMIYA5 Oat

A.C,VOLla 115/140
HOLM'.

Be sure and call at our STAND
No. 13/14 RADIO EXHIBITION
for a copy of our new and enlarged
booklet "The All -Metal Way, 1930"
or send 2d.. stamp, with your name

and address, for a copy.

FREENEW LIST of
CABINETS

for all
purposes

OLYMPIA
STAND
270-271

GALLERY

Fill in and post the coupon to -day.

To CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.,
Camco Works, Sandersteaci Rd., Sth. Croydon.

Telephone : Croydon o623 (2 lines).

Address
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A NEW VERNIER DIAL

Black, 31 Walnut,

Brown, Mahogany

Black supplies unless otherwise
stipulated).

Centre Knob Nickel Plated.

3

31-

;'/4.--..  ,- 

\r:at-

As depicted
here the scale
and aperture are
inclined at an
angle of 30 from
perpendicular
thereby permit-
ting convenient

unobstructed view of scale
without need to crouch or
stoop.

SMALL- EXTREMELY

ELEGANT -EFFICIENT

MECHANICALLY PERFECT.
POSITIVE BRASS CON-
TACT drive on SOLID BRASS
SCALE, ensuring SMOOTH
MOVEMENT with absolutely
NO BACKLASH. NO SLIP.
ROBUST in Construction and

TROUBLE -FREE.

The DIAL you would
Buy even at

DOUBLE THE PRICE 31-P
CROWN WORKS,CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

4

HARBROS "
EASYFIX TWIN FLEX

(Per. Put,,,t)

THE ANTI -CAPACITY REDUCING FLEX
FOR LOUDSPEAKER EXTENSIONS

Per 3d. Yard

Fixing Pins Vd. per dozen.
If Jour dealer is out of stock please send direct to
HART BROS. ELECTRICAL MFG. Co., Ltd.
OUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX

tee -

'DOUBLE TIEmmimummiVIE
of your LOUD SPEAKER
Fit a P.R. Moulded Paper Cone to your speaker
and you will be positively amazed at the difference.
Double the volume and much greater purity in
tone. All the notes come out in their correct value.
No resonance-no " drumming "-just pure and
real music.

f
Post d

GUARANTEE
.Money refund
:ed without clues
:Lion if not satis-
fied and within

:7 days.

The P.R.Cone is the only one
which correctly reproduces the
human voice as well as instru-
mental music. That is why it
will improve any cone speaker,
no matter the make or price.
11" diameter, correctly propor-
tioned, ready to fit, complete
with washers and screws. Can
be adjusted instantly.t No cutting
sticking or wash leather required.

Seal C.O.D. if desired. Telephone City 3788.
P.R. PRODUCTS, Dept. (3, P.R.House, 14, Newgate

Street, London, E.C.4. Opposite Post Office Tube.
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" C.Q. C.Q.... C.Q.
F.L What does it all
mean ? Anyway it's morse
- Listen ! Here it is again
-the Eiffel Tower-Paris!
Wonderful. Yes it was
wonderful in the old days
-on a single valver too-
with an "R" Valve at that.
How morse can worry us
to-day-but then, with our
first cumbersome " multi -
dial" receiver, what a thrill
that splutter of sound gave
us. Couldn't understand it,
but still it was " wireless."

Even then T.C.C. Con-
densers were used in the
truly wonderful gear of
that time. T.C.C. Con-
densers have always been
used where precision and
accuracy matter. Take the
tip of the old hands
in radio-use T.C.C. and
be sale.

Here it illustrated one
of the many patterns, it
is the 2 mfd. Paper Con-
denser, Price 3s. sod.
Other capacities from
.005 to so mjels.

CONDENSERS
wErcEusninuasi
Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., N. Acton, London, W.3

VXJ 257
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WHY WASTE
MONEY

ON COSTLY H.T.
REPLACEMENTS?
Standard Batteries are proved
sound economical H.T. Absolutely
reliable and efficient. Improve
reception and maintain a constant
pressure of non -sagging current
that eliminates " background."
Self - regenerative. Recharge
themselves over night. Voltage
maintained by replenishment of
elements at long intervals, when
battery is again ready for further
use.

1011%IltvIttlANCINFARD

PERMANENT H.T.-BATTERIES
Obtainable from Hal ford's Stores,
Curry's Stores, and all radio dealers,

on cash or deferred terms.

ANY VOLTAGE OR CAPACITY
SUPPLIED- FROM 7/6 DOWN
Illustrated (assembled complete) is No. 3
size battery, specially suitable for 3 valves or
over. Super Capacity. Cash £2178.9d. or
down and 5 equal monthly payments of IU/ I
Popular model, 98 volt unit for 2 valves.
Cash £2 3s. 18., or 7/8 down.
Stand No. 57, Radio Exhibition, Olympia,
alp demonstrated at 7, Beaconsfield Terrace
Road, West Kensington (first road on left
of main entrance to Olympia).

Send now for interest-
ing free book.

THE STANDARD
WET BATTERY CO.
(Dept. P.W.), 184-188,
Shaftesbury Avenue,

London, W.C.2.

iYI.B

DECORATE
YOUR LOUD SPEAKER YOURSELF.
Transfers giving painted effects on FABRIC,
WOOD, METAL, Etc. Sample and Catalogue 11.
P.151., AXON LTD., JERSEY. ENG.

EASY TERMS-
We SPECIALISE in the supply
,of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We can give you
efficient service and our terms
are low. Send us your list of
requirements and a quotation will

be sent by return.
London Radio Supply Company,
11, OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

NATIONAL 1977.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from' page 822.)

on the valve holder, to one side of the .001 condenser,
to one side of the .0005-mfd. variable tuning con-
denser, and to one side of the 250 -turn plug-in coil.

The remaining side of the plug-in coil and .0005.
mfd. condenser are joined together and to the grid
terminal of the valve holder. The remaining fila-
ment terminal of the valve holder is joined to the
switch, the other side of which goes to L.T. positive.
Next join the plate terminal of the valve holder to
one side of f he choke tinder test, the remaining side
of this going to the remaining side of the .001 fixed
condenser and to one 'phone terminal.

The final connection is from the other telephone
terminal to H.T. positive. If oscillation is obtained
at any point on the tuning range, the choke, is
definitely unsuitable for ordinary reaction purposes.

THE VENT PLUGS OF AN ACCUMULATOR.
J. M. (Leamington).-" At some time or

another we have mislaid the little plugs made
of celluloid which are fitted into the top of
the accumulator, and in order to prevent
spilling, or anything getting in, I hammered .

a cork in in place of this. But a friend told
me that this is wrong and might cause an
explosion. If that is a fact, what shall I do .

if I cannot get another plug ? "
The vent plut:s of an accumulator are an important

part of it. and if they are lost or mislaid the holes'
should not be left open. Unless the hole is covered,
metallic impurities may find their way inside and -
set up local action. Your idea of the cork was quite
a good one except for the fact that it did not allow
the gases to escape, as there was no hole in the cork
like there was in the original plug.

Probably the makers can fix you up with a vent
plug at a nominal cost if the dealer cannot do so on
request, or you can make quite a satisfactory job
of a cork if you drill a small hole or two right through
it to permit of the escape of any gas which may be
formed.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 806.)

the form of what are now called electro-
magnetic or wireless waves and this, as you
know, is the basis of all radio communi-
cation.

Continuous Waves.
I said that the oscillations would die down

but this is on the assumption that no steps
are taken to maintain the oscillations in the
circiiit. Since the introduction of the
3 -electrode valve it is a very simple matter
to arrange a circuit including valves which
will maintain itself in oscillation, 'the
energy which is dissipated in the form of
radiated electro-magnetic waves being made
up by energy drawn from the batteries which
are to operate the oscillating circuit.

Frequency.
The rapidity of the oscillations depends

upon the total inductance in the circuit and
the total capacity. If either of these
quantitieS is varied the rapidity or frequency
of the oscillations will be varied accordingly,
and this- provides a very simple means of
regulating the frequency of the oscillations
which are sent out by ,a transmitting circuit
or the frequency of the oscillations to which
a receiving circuit will be most responsive.

In other words, variation of the inductance
or the capacity gives us a means of " tuning "
the circuit and this discovery which, of
course, is of paramount importance in the
operation of all radio apparatus, is also due
to Sir Oliver Lodge.

Inductance or Capacity.
In some cases it is simpler to tune a cir-

cuit by means of a variable inductance
but in the majority of cases the tuning is
done by means of a variable condenser.

(Continued on page 826.)

BROWNIE are now producing
2,000 Dominion Vernier Dials

a day. That is why it is possible
to offer this high-grade dial at the
wonderful price of 3/6.
The mechanism is a special non -backlash
design with a reduction ratio which makes
fine tuning easy without becoming tedious,
Finished in plain black or beautifully
grained mahogany Bakelite.

Rowell
Nelson Street Works, London, fi.W.1.

The Picture Paper with the MOST News

. SUNDAY GRAPHIC .

-ANYTHING RADIO
on EASY PAYMENTS.

Send list of requirements for quotations.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

SI3IEM.' S RAMO,
4, Freeman's Court, London, E.C.Z.

- HEADPHONES REPAIRED 41--
I Transformers 5/-. Loudspeakers 44 - All repairs

re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed. and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.

Discount for Trade. elerkenwell 9069.E. MASON, 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1.

WET H.T. BATTERIES-s
Solves all 1I.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARGINC, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS (waxed) 2i" X 11" so. 1;3 doz.
ZINCS, new typel0d. doz. SACS 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 60. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30'-. 3 -VALVE SET, £5.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON.

SELF -CENTRE
A device when fitted to your cone unit willrelieve driving rod of undue side stress, giving im-
provement of tone and action. Easily fitted to any

unit. ' 243.- Obtainable only from
Weedon. 80. Lonede,le Avenue, London, E.6.

USE
TREBLE

DUTY TERM I NALS
AND OTHER WIRELESS ACCESSORIES:

J. J. EASTICK E S.
EELEX HO L ROW LC NDON SC
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LOKVANE-locked vanes ! Sturdy, rigid vanes
which always remain accurately spaced and give
you constant precision tuning. In addition,
double self -aligning bearings which still further
eliminate all risk of inaccuracies and give smooth
movement with no chance of slip or backlash.
Bring your present set up-to-date and make
your new set a credit to you by fitting Igranic
Lokvane Condensers.

Prices :-'000l5 mfd. 8/6 ; '0003 mfd. 9 6
.6005 mfd. 10/6.

If your dealer
cannot supply
you, please
write to Dept.

R.127.

IGRANIC INDIGRAPH
DIAL.

For smooth, silent,
slow-motion control.
8 : I reduction, 6/ -

goo : a reduction,
9/6

IGRANIC PRE-SET
CONDENSER.

A semi -variable conden-
ser;' an improvement
on the ordinary fixed
type. In three sizes
covering '00003 to
-oo165 mfd. From
2/6 each.

149
tienVicteriaSt

:)1\IDV/

Works: BEDFORD

GOLTONE TITAN COIL UNIT

A Super -efficient and High -Grade Unit
for "P.W." "TITAN "Circuits. 15!
List No. T.C.15. EACH

From all first-class Radio Stores. Refuse
Substitutes. If any difficulty write direct.

TO USERS OF COSSOR " MELODY MAKER."
The "GOLTONE " MODEL " C.P." H.T.BATTERY
ELIMINATOR (for Alternating Current Mains) has been
specially designed for this screened -grid circuit. Price 3.18.6.
Full particulars of this and other A.C. and D.C. Models on request.

Send for interesting
illustrated Radio
Catalogue FREE on

request.

London Depot:
5 & 6, Eden Street
Hampstead Road,

N.W.I.

EVERYTHING
RADIO

on EASY TERMS
From 1 upwards you can secure from us any
Radio product for a nominal first payment only.
Being the largest Radio Stockists in the country
we are able to supply every wireless requirement
at the shortest notice and on the most favourable
easy terms. A glance at the list will reveal a
representative range of well-known and reputable
Radio products. Remember, a small initial
deposit and any article here is YOURS to use !
The very thing you need may be in this List !
NEW OSRAM MAGNET KIT.

Complete with Cabinet and Valves supplied on first
payment of 15/- and is monthly payments of 15/3.

NEW MARCONIPHONE 5 -VALVE PORTABLE.
Supplied on first payment of 51.10.0 and balance over
monthly payments of 11.4.9.

MULLARD S.G.P.3 KIT.
Supplied on first payment of 15/- and Le monthly
payments of 12!..

BURNDEPT S.G.4 PORTABLE RECEIVER.
Supplied on first payment of £2 and 18 monthly
payments of 112.3.

" EKCO" ALL -MAINS UNIT
Supplied on first payment at 14/9
payments of 10/9.

Any "Ekco " Mains Units
supplied on first payment
of 10!- and balance of
payment from &5 monthly.

WARNERS, RADIO CORNER,
12, Norton Folgate, Bishopsgate, E.1

'Phone: Bishopsfpite ,SO10.

and it monthly
II your requirements
arc not mentioned here
we can supply any in-
formation on application
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TO PERFECT RADIO

see

In addition to their own extensive range,
PETO SCOTT offer YOU Every Known
Radio Receiver or Component-all on

EASY TERMS
The following list is merely repre-
sentative, and we ash you to fill in the
coupon below or send us a list of your

requirements.
EXIDE. 120 -volt H.T. ACCUMULATORS, with

crates. Send only 6/11, balance in 11 monthly
instalments of Gill.

LEADING MAKES OF H.T. ELIMINATORS
from 4/7 down. Balance in 11 monthly instal-
ments of 4/7.

CELESTION C.12 LOUD SPEAKER; send
only 10/9, balance in Il monthly instalments of
1019.

OLYMPIA EXHIBITION,
Stands 42, 43 and 44.

On these stands we have gathered together the
cream of the exhibition for your inspection. See
all the latest models

SIDE by SIDE.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE contains fully illus-
trated details of ALL the new season's apparatus.
It will be a veritable guide to radio. Available
September 21st. Reserve your copy NOW!
Mail coupon in unsealed envelope under lad. stamp.

OW, I= M. MC RN NW RN ,M=1 MI AM

PETO SCOTT CO.,
LTD.

Please send me your new 48 pp. Illustrated Catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.W.7/5
.11= IIM MN MO SR MR OM MI MI MMilk IM/Ri MI PRIM
Free Demonstrations and Advice by qualified Engineers

at our shops: -
77, City Road, London, E.C.1
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONE 3N, W.C.1.

4, MANCHESTER STREET. LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-CUM

HARDY, MANCHESTER.

Make
THE DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper.

7617(1PAREX a SCREENS

TITAN 15/- WAVE SELECTOR

I

Entirely Screened.COILS EACH Improves your 1 91/6
Approved by " P.W." selectivity 100%
SCREENS AND COILS FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

E. PAROUSSI, iiigleagitZ17 Wadi:
'Phone Chancery

...-

W I .IPLi-tt=0 A
(THE BE/T IN THE WE,T)

IS LISLE STRUT, MUSTER SQUARE.I.ONDON.W.C.2.
etai Ttforsenft 1.4*OPEN Tu-L. 7P.M.

\ VRIlf 100 OUR CA1ALOGUE
POSTAGE 6. SOT. TO CALLERS

-EVERYTHING WIRELESS
ON EASY PAYMENT TERMS.
Loud Speakers, Components, Acces-

sories, Portable Sets, H.T. Units.
ANY SET BUILT TO ORDER.
Send list of items (or set) you require and

we will quote by return.

THE BRABANT RADIO COMPANY,
BRABANT COURT,

8, Philpot Lane, London, E.C.3.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 824.)

Design of Coils.
Although theoretically' any coil may be

tuned for a given wave -length by means of a
condenier of suitable capacity, this arrange.
ment may in practice be inefficient, and it is
better to employ a coil of an inductance
within certain limits. There are various
reasons for this, which it would take rather
a long time to go irate, but one of them is
connected with the self -capacity of the coil.

You have to bear in mind that although
the coil (in the aerial circuit, for example)
is placed there primarily to provide the main
inductance of the circuit, it has nevertheless
a certain amount of electrostatic capacity
and therefore acts as a condenser.

Self -Capacity.
If the coil is unduly large or badly

designed its electrostatic capacity may be
quite considerable and' this, as I mentioned
above, interferes with the efficient dis-
tribution of capacity in the circuit. For
this reason coils have been, since the earliest
days of radio, designed specially-in the
majority of cases-to have a small self -
capacity.

Various Uses of Condensers.
Before leaving the subject of condensers

I would like to refer to one or two special
uses of condensers, quite apart from what
may be called their fundamental function
in the oscillatory circuit.

As you know, condensers are used at a
variety of points in a receiving circuit and
they servo various different purposes. The
leaky condenser which is inserted in the
grid leak, for instance, of the detector
serves to carry high -frequency impulses
whilst the space charge which would
accumulate on the grid is allowed to escape
by the grid leak bridged across the con-
denser.

By -Pass Condensers.
A condenser of quite large capacity may

be shunted across the high-tension battery,
and in some cases this will prove to be a
great advantage. With a low -resistance
high-tension source of supply, such as a
high-tension accumulator battery, this
shunting condenser is unnecessary, but
with an H.T. dry battery, especially if this
is getting old and out of condition, a fairly
large capacity condenser shunted across
the terminals of the battery will often make
a great improvement in the reproduction.
This is because the condenser provides a
by-pass for the impulses, which are thus
enabled to avoid the resistance of the
battery itself.

Smoothing Condensers.
Condensers also play a highly important

part in the construction of the smoothing
circuit in a mains unit, where their effective.
ness again depends upon their ability to
transmit impulses whilst offering practically
an infinite resistance to steady current.
Large -capacity condensers are usually
bridged across the D.C. output leads and
thus provide a very easy short-circuit for
any ripple or other irregularity in the D.C.
output, whilst they do not provide an
alternative path for the steady rectified
current.

(Continued on page 828.1
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"RED DIAMOND "

Trade Mark

Pull & Push SWITCHES.
R o bust Construction. Definite

" on " and " off" positions.
No shaking. Perfect contacts.
Large terminal for easy fitting.

By insured post.
RD 39 Battery .... ... 1/3 1/0

(2 Terminals)
RD 38 Change Over .. 2/. 2/3

(4 Terminals)
RD 37 Three Point

. ..
1/9

(3 Terminals)
Of all high-class Radio Dealers or

Sole Makers:

JEWEL PENCo., Ltd.
(Radio Dept. 46),

21/2, Ot. Sutton St., London,
E.C.1.

4.1.1., * r .1, 4,4h

RED DIAMOND

REGP

STARTLING OFFER IN CRYSTAL SETS
The W.C.R.S. Crystal Set in Rexine Case, with lid
and fastener, making it absolutely dustproof. Nickel.
Plated fittings, Detector complete with crystal and
Cat -Whisker. Variometer Tuning, will take two
pairs of Phones. Every one tested and guaranteed,
Special Price, 6/6, Post Free. Fully guaranteed
Headphones for above sot., RIR, Post Free.
Send now for New Bargain List, Post Free.
Sent C.O.D. if desired, 'Phone; Terminus 6777.

WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES.
259, Gray's Inn Rd., King's X, London, W.C.1

"The CATALOGUE
THAT SAVES
YOU POUNDS"
Its scope ranges from a 3/- pair of British
Headphones or a 12/6 Milliammeter to a
10,000 volt Generator and covers all
requirements.
It will pay you to send 4d. for our Catalogue
at once. Goods promptly despatched all
over the world.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

City 0191

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" Repairs " Dept.,

214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

E a WHY WORRY !
U

to make your Wireless Set when we will
BUILD AND TEST ANY RECEIVER

FREE OF CHARGE ?
MI The Customer pays for Components and

Marconi Royalty only.
m ALL SETS made, Master 3 S.G.P.. Titan 3,
N Lissen S.O., Osram Music Magnet, all " P.W."

Circuits, etc., etc.

 EASY TERMS quoted by return.
We have

EVERYTHING WIRELESS
 Complete Sets, Components, Loudspeakers, H.T. E

units, Portables, etc.
Call or send a Hit of your requirements.

U REST MONTHLY TERMS BY RETURN. III

 The E. .1130.1P. Co., Ltd.
 (Dept."P.W."),121,CHEAPSIDE,E.C.2.
N EVE Telephone: National 9846. MEMO

111111

EXACT TUNERS
/250 to 2,000 metres.

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.O. for particulars
and circuits. FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, COVENTRY.

PLEASE he sure to mention
" POPULAR WIRELESS"when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!
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COMPOMEA/TS
FOR

POPULAR WIRELESS " CIRCUITS

WEARITE " TITAN " COILS
Wearite "Titan " Coils are made strictly to specificat:on
and are manufactured with highest grade materials
throughout. Make sure of best possible results from
your "Titan " Set by using a Wearite Coil

Price 15/-
Wearite Heavy Duty H.F. Choke

(for Eliminators).
Range 30-2,000 metres ; self -cap. so mmf.; in-
ductance soo,000 mh., D.C. Res. 6o ohms ; current
carrying cap. 25o ma.

Conslanlly recommended by the Technical Press
Price 10/6

Other Wearite H.F. Chokes .. from 4,6
Write for New List.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, HIGH RD., TOTTENHAM, N 17

o,f,hron 3517-6845.
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LIGHTNING
PATENT ELECTROLYTE
A WONDERFUL AMERICAN INVENTION

(Just imported)
SAVES MONEY. BATTERY LASTS LONGER.
CHARGES YOUR ACCUMULATOR INSTANTLY

WITHOUT LINE OR DYNAMO.
SAMPLE (CARRIAGE PAID) .

For full particulars apply-
EDWARD MINES, ROCK FERRY, CHESHIRE.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
-M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

100 Model
Aeroplanes FREE!

Who wants one of these fine model
aeroplanes ? They fly a long way at a
very nice speed and one hundred of them
are offered FREE in MODERN BOY.
Full particu'ars of these splendid gifts
are in this week's issue, which contains
a grand programme of thrilling yarns
and articles.

The race for the Schneider Trophy
is dealt with in an illustrated article ;
Alfred Edgar writes a gripping yarn of
the iron road-" The Lame Express " ;
George E. Rochester contributes a further
instalment of " The Black Squadron,"
a thriller of the Air, and there are many
other good things.

Don't miss it for anything !

MODERN BOY
Now on Sale. Buy a Copy TO -DAY. 2d.

THE ONLYBRITIS lI
VALVE WITH
A WRITTEN
GUARANTEE
AS TO PER-
FORMANCE
AND LIFE.

All orders executed
by return of post

,`P.R.

Sere C.O.D. if desired.
Ask your dealer for them.

Accept no other.
Valves 1/- extra per set.

PRODUCTS,

INSIST ON
P.R. VALVES

Why pay fancy prices when you can
get a perfectly finished British made
valve with a superior coating giving
astonishing selectivity with a mini-
mum H.T. consumption, which is the
general opinion of the thoasemds who
use P.R. Valves. There are many
valves on the market but none are
guaranteed-Ask yourself why. The
P.R. guarantee covers seven months
with the right-not a favour, remem-
ber-but a right to exchange the valve
under the guarantee. All Sou have to
do is to post any defective valve to
us, complying, of course, with the
terms of the guarantee which is
attached and enclose a note statingdefect-You will receive a newvalve by return of cost.

1, P.R. HOUSE, 14, NEWGATE
STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Opposite O.P.O. Tube Station.

LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.

4
0
U

EACH

TYPe

-GPR 2
GPR 3
GPR 4

violit.s.

2
2
2

Am P

.095

.095

.095

AM's'.

24,000
12,000
40,000

Amp.ra

13.5
9

32

-HH.F.Det.
L.F.
R.C.

Post 4d. GPR 9 3.5-4 .09 22,000 14.5 H.F.Det.
POWER GPR 10

GPR 11
3.5-4
3.5-4

.09

.09
10,000
44,000

9
41

L.F.
R.C.7/6 GPR 17 5-6 .14 20,000 17.5 H.F.Det.

EACH GPR 18 5-6 .14 11,000 9.5 L.F.
Post 4d. GPR 19 5-6 .14 75,000 41 R.C.

POWER GPR 20 2 .15 6,000 7 Power

12/6
EACH

:r: 401) : .15
.15

6,000
6,000

7
7

11

11

Post 4d. GPR120 2 .3 3,000 4.5 Super
SCREENED Power

GRID GPR140 4 .2 3,500 4.5
151. -Each

Poet 4d. SG 25 2 *2 220,000 150 S.G.

2 Valves or more sent POST FREE.
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(Continu from 826.)

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
This address is at the back ot Daly's Theatre
Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821
1110IIIIS OF eVc V tsAlf a to II

USINESS Crtit.magara 11 !`2

SENSATIONAL OFFER IN
LOUDSPEAKER SETS CM)
READY TO

USE.
In Handsome

Cabinet.
Receives Lon-
don,5813,5%%,
and many
Continen t a I

Stations.
MULLARD
MASTER
3 STAR
CIRCUIT

Chokeu(But
no HF

sed) NO COILS TO CHANGE.
JUST SWITCH ON -THAT'S ALL.

Complete with 3 Dull Emitter Valves, S.D1.
Dial. MI parts on Baseboard. Hinged Lid.
Various Panel Designs. Packing and Carriage,
3/6. Tax paid. Nett Cash

THIS SPECIAL SET
cabinet as shown. 100 v. H.T. 2 v. L.T., 3 valves
speaker, aerial equipment. Ready to use. Tested.

EASY PAY OFFER 12 windily payments of 11/6

KITS OF PARTS RC
FOR

UAITS.LLCI
PLEASE SEND DETAILED OVER 251- CASH
LIST OF REQUIREMENTS. QUOTATION.

EASY TERMS OVER £3 ON
Kits of Parts, Sets, etc.
Eliminators. Speakers.

SEE OUR "P.W." ADVT. AUGUST 24.
-MULLARD MASTER 3* -
T his new and wonderful set must appeal to Young and
Old, amateur or experimenter -in fact EVERYBODY!
The above circuit in Handsome American type Cabinet.
with Tunewell Dual Coil, 3 Mullard Valves- and
Battery Leads. READY TO USE. Tax Paid.
Pack. and Carr. 3/6. Nett Cash. 84/.
__-_,,WIT/11/ " 11'11/PLEE-
:Oa'ar't7trin20:11!citi:l. Ttf4oaPSOr5e,4tiggePlIt.F.
8/6 (add balance other). 2 Switches, TITAN COIL
UNIT, R.1. -11.F. Choke. 0002 and 2 of .0003 Sued;
2-meg. Leak, Holder, 2 Eansbridge Condensers P.W.
Standard Screen, 2 H.T. Fuses, 11 Engraved
Terminals, Strip. Screws, Wire, Flex, Plugs,
Baseboard, 14 x 7 Panel. Above usually n
7216. Reduced until August 30th ... ,._

Post 1/- U.K. Nett Cash
With Cabinet, 3 Valves (Mallard) s6: 10:0
L.T. 2 v. 30 amps., H.T. 120 v.

Pack. and Carr. 3/6: Nett Cash.
The " Dian' is a Kit of Parts, and is POT
assembled reads to use.

TRIOTRON VALVES
Det., R.C., 512 each;

Power, 6/9. 24. or 4-v
Post 4d. 13 Post tree.)

SPEAKERS
Amplion Guinea Cone 21/.
B.T.H. Cone Speaker 63/.
B.T.H. 02 Horn Typo 451
Celeation 112/- model.

now 72/.
Brown's H.3, now 63/.

UNITS.
Brown's " Vee '

Unit 251 -
Chassis 15/
Ormond 4 -pole Unit 12/6
Watmel ditto 18/6
Blue Spot 66% ditto 25/.
Triotron 4 -pole ...... 17/6
Lissen Super Unit 15/-
Do.Grarnophone Unit 13 /
Raymond Bal. Arm. 10/11
B.T.H. Pick-up Tone -

Arm 45/.

HANDSOME OAK
SPEAKER CABINET
13 x13 x 6, CONE &
CHASSIS, & LATEST
MODEL 66K BLUE SPOT

THE LOT

35/11
Post 1/3

C.O.D. SUER! 0P-AYILMSTWI143.

ocTRON DARIO:10k%
S.G. VALVES

2 -Volt 12/6
FULLY GUARANTEED.

2-v. or 4-v., G.P. .. 5/6Super Power 716Super H.F., 2-v. or
4-v. each 7/6

(3 Post Free.)

131LTTMELIES
Packing, eta., U.K., 1/- each (20/. worth free).

SIEMENS EVER -READY
60-v., IE.,. 100-v. 13/;
Power, 604., 13/8:
100-v.. 22/6.

PERTRIX
60-v., 8/.; 100.v.. 13/-:
120-v., 15/6; 0.13, 1/6.

Special Portable
Size, 100-v., 15/-.

Very highly recommended.

60-v., 71.; 66-v., 7/6
99-v.,11/6; 120-v., 141.
Pop. Power, 65-v., 13/6
105-v.. P., 241.; 120-v
P., 27/6.

CARMALITE
60-v., 5/9; 100-v., 9/4,

EttliF guaranteed.
HELLESEN

60-v., 10/6; 99-v., 18/..

Neutralising.
The neutralising condenser is another

example of the extreme utility of this
component and, as you know, is used for
balancing -Out the grid -plate capacity of a
valve employed as a high-freemency ampli-
fier. As a matter of fact, a neutralising con-
denser may be used in many other ways as
well. Such a small variable condenser is
often one of the quickest means of provid-
ing a variable coupling between one tuned
circuit and another.

The plug-in coil and the three-way coil
bolder are not so popular as formerly and
consequently the coupling of circuits in
this way is usually not particularly con-
venient ; the neutralising condenser, how-
ever, which is easily variable and can be
used even unmounted, is sometimes very
convenient where -experiments are being
made in a hurry.

Astatic Coils.
Referring to the coils used in the receiving

circuit, there are so many varieties of coils
that it would take very much more space
than I have available even to say a few
Words about each. I would like to refer,
however, to a point with regard to the so-
called astatic coils which are increasingly
used to prevent interaction and to reduce
eddy current losses where screening is
employed.

In some cases the grid coil of the detector
valve is of this type, and where it is desired
to use reaction, difficulty may arise since
the two halves of the coil are wound in
opposite directions. The effect of the
reaction coil, therefore, is sympathetic to
one half of the coil and adverse to the other,
and experimenters are often puzzled by
curious effects which are obtained in these
circumstances.

Reaction.
However, the problem need not present

any serious difficulty if you remember that
the half of the grid coil which is adjacent
to the reaction coil should be wound in the
same direction as the reaction coil ; in
other words, the reaction coil and the part
of the grid coil which is nearest to it should
be sympathetic to one another, the other
half of the grid coil, being, of course, in the
opposite direction.

The result will be that the reaction
between the reaction coil and the near part
of the grid coil will be much stronger than
the opposite reaction between the reaction
coil and the remote part or the, grid coil.
If the grid coil is the wrong way round, all
kinds of curious effects will be obtained and
the result will generally be unsatisfactory.
A capacity control should be used, and with
this it is a comparatively simple matter to
find the best position of the reaction coil and
grid coil in relation to one another.

S.G. and Selectivity.
When screen -grid H.F. amplifiers are

used, you will sometimes find that the
operation of the volume control -if of
a certain type --has the effect of interfering
with the selectivity ; if the volume is,
turned down very much, the selectivity
practically disappears.

Where the volume control consists of a
variable resistance in the anode circuit of
the screen -grid H.F. valves, this effect will

generally be found to be due to the value of
the resistance being too high. ' As a result,
the whole of the volume control range is
comprised within a very small part of the
total actual range of the resistance. If a
smaller resistance is used, something apps oxi-
mating to a vernier effect is obtained and the
control or the volume is much more effective.

If you already have a fixed resistor you
--can-reduce its -effective value by connecting
another one in shunt with it, of about the
same value, which will make the total
resistance roughly half.

Why Selectivity Falls Off.
The loss of selectivity is due to the re-

duced effective voltage on the anodes of
the screen -grid valves, while the positive
voltage on the screen grids themselves
remains unchanged. In some cases, the
effect of the resistance is to leave the anodes
at a lower voltage than that actually applied
to the screen grids. In these conditions the
anode cannot operate properly, since the
current is diverted to the screen grids, and
thus stray coupling with the detector may
be set up. -

Often it is found that whilst the selectivity
of the screen -grid H.F. amplifiers may be
interfered with by the operation of the
volume control, the selectivity of the
detector is unaffected. It is easy to see
why this should be the case, since the anode

MAGIC
voltage of the detector is unaffected, the
volume control not being in that circuit.

You will generally find it more satisfactory
to introduce the variable resistance in the
common H.T. positive lead to the screen grids.

Aerial Dangers.
Does an outside aerial act in the same

way as a lightnffir, conductor, and is it
therefore likely to be struck in a lightning
storm ? These are questions which natur-
ally arise in the minds of radio listeners
and experimenters during the summer
season. Popular belief has it that the out-
side antenna acts as a lightning conductor,
but the U.S. Bureau of Standards have
made a thorough study of this subject, in
order to satisfy the Fire Insurance people,
and the results of these tests seem to show
that there is really little to worry about.

Nevertheless, listeners are advised not
to tune in stations or to keep their sets
tuned en during a thunderstorm and the
fire insurance companies have adopted a
rule requiring that all receiving sets be
equipped with lightning arresters at the
point where the lead-in enters the house.

A Simple Rule.
According to Dr. J. H. Dellinger, the out-

side antenna has about the same attraction
for lightning as the metal drainpipes or the
gutters on the roof, and consequently, in
case of a severe storm very close at hand,
there is always a certain amount of danger
which, of course, is increased if there is a
large amount of metal within the house or
in close proximity to the aerial or lead-in.

As the result of these elaborate tests it
seems that we are just about back to the
old advice to disconnect the set during a
thunderstorm (certainly not to use it) and
to connect the aerial to earth.
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EVERYTHING 9.6.e. ELECTRICAL
tyouquaranter

MADE IN
ENGLAND

Last Autumn the " OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET " was placed ( n
the market to fill the demand for a really reliable constructor's
3 -valve receiver at the lowest price, and proved the best set of the
year. The success was amazing.
This year the " NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET " possesses a
number of noteworthy improvements, including a handsome
polished heavj oak home constructor's cabinet, which makes it
even better value than ever.
It is a product of The General Electric Co., Ltd., evolved and
manuractured in the one organization. The reputation of the
G.E.C. is behind it. THIS IS YOUR GUARANTEE.

4411111$1C MAGNET
Evolved in the G.E.C. Research Laboratories.
Approved by leading experts.
Bought by thousands of Constructors-now improved
and made the easiest set to assemble.

SOLD
BY ALL

WIRELESS
DEALERS.

T h e polished,
heavy oak
cabinet supplied
with kit as-
sembled in a

minute.

. OSRAM
VALVES,

GECOPHONE
components, po-

lished heavy oak
borne construc-

tor's Cabinet
and full-size In-
struction Chart.

.117......_#444.644Ears

1. Single Tuning Control
2. Na changing of Coils
3. No soldering
4. The simplest to

assemble
5. Widest possible choice

of stations
6. No aerial oscillation

Write for
Instruction Chart
SENT POST FREE

This will tell you how to assemble the
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET.- Gives

details of stations received in areas up
and down the country where stations have
hitherto been difficult or impossible to tune -
in. Send a POST -CARD TO -DAY.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet Nous:, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. alb
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fAS BRITISHAS
BRITANNIA"'

THE
WONDERFUL

NATIONAL
RADIO

EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA
Sept. 23rd to

Oct. 3rd, 1929
Stands.

213- 214 - 215

OF all the many Brown triumphs,
this is the greatest .. . a range
of loud speakers, which by

means of entirely new principles of
design, lift Radio reproduction on
to a new and higher plane. Brown
Duplex Loud Speakers re-create the
living artiste. Their tone is purer,
sweeter and more mellow than any
you have ever heard. Their volume,
top, is fuller and richer= yet without
any trace of distortion. Every note
is faithfully reproduced. Every in-
strument is true to life.
See and hear these wonderful new
Brown instruments at your Dealer's.
You'll agree too, that never before
has suchbeautiful cabinet -work been
seen in a loud speaker. In appear-
inee and performance, Brown Du-
plex Loud Speakers are years ahead.

IN THREE MODELS
Design as illustrated.

Mahogany or. Oak.
Model V15 . £12 10s. Od.
Model V12 £7 10s. Od.
Model V10 . 10s. Od.
Also obtainable by away pay-
ments, ask your Dealer for

particulars.

DUPLEX LOUD SPEAKER
(Incorporating the new

Advt. S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Ave., N. Acton, London, W.3.

ee Vee " Movement)
0 98"
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